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ABSTRACT 
The problem of the study was to investigate whether 
readiness for beginning formal arithmetic, typified bf the 
types of skills required by arithmetic computation, or 
the Conservation of Number could be predicted by the erup­
tion of the permanent incisors, chronological age, or the 
combination of chronological age and tooth age. 
Sixty-six children were randomly selected for the 
testing so that there were 33 boys and 33 girls in the 
sample. The children were first giade, middle-class,. 
Caucasoids from Knoxville, Tennessee. The chronological 
age of each child was computed in months, and each child 
had his teeth photographed to check for the gingival 
eruption of the permanent incisors. An arithmetic compu­
tation test from the Wide Range Achievement Test, Level I, 
and the Conservation of Number task by Wohlwill and Lowe 
(1962) was administered to the entire sample population 
on an individual basis. 
Bivariate and multiple correlations with an 
analysis of variance and a regression coefficient were 
used to test the two hypotheses and four augmentive re­
search questions for (a) children, (b) boys, (c) girls. 
In all instances the use of tooth age as a pre­
dictor of either arithmetic computation or the cognitive 
iv 
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level on the Conservation of Numb-er task was not reli­
able. Chronological age as a predictor of arithmetic 
computation or the Conservation of Number task was not 
�ufficient to warrant its use; however, significance was 
established in the case of boys and the entire group of 
children when chronological age was used as a predictor. 
�hronological age and tooth age used as� predictor of 
arithmetic computation scores or the Conservation of 
Number task proved equally inadequate for all of the sub­
groups. The amount of variance expla{ned by either tooth 
eruption, chronological age, or both chronological age 
and tooth age was· extremely low for both arithmetic 
computation scores and the Conservation of Number task. 
The conclusions made from the research were that 
formal arithmetic readiness could not be attached to 
either a chronological age or a tooth age. It was also 
found that the level of cognition assessed by the Con­
servation of.Number task could not be explained by the use 
of either a chronological age or a tooth age . .  
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I .  I NTRODUCTION 
'Readiness, a term signifying finding an optimal 
time for learning and fitting the curriculum to children, 
should have a great significance in mathematical teaching 
and learning. It  is this attempt to find a "best time" 
for undertaking tasks in mathematico-logical thinking that 
inspired Jean Piaget's res·earch in the area of how children 
learn. The questions Piaget has addressed have been ger­
maine to readiness for the types of formal computational 
and arithmetic activities children are confronted with 
during the course of their education. Lovell and Ogilivie 
(1961) , Smedslund (1961) , Wohlwill and Lowe (1962), Elkind 
(1961) and others, have continued the efforts toward the 
application of Piagetian concepts as they apply to readi­
ness for particular subject areas and especially arithmetic. 
Suydam and Riedesel (1972) stated from·their review 
of general research in elementary mathematics that arith­
metic should be taught on the basis of underlying readi­
ness of the child. This suggests that the �pproach toward 
teaching and learning in the arithmetic curriculum should 




If this be so, of prime importance is the assess­
ment of readiness of children as they enter school for 
their first formal mathematical experiences. It  is the 
years in school that set the precedent for future learning 
attitudes toward arithmetic. Because the early experi­
ences are crucial, screening procedures need to be 
utilized that allow for a thorough understanding of the 
level of cognitive growth of each child. 
Conventionally, children are assume� ready for the 
rigors of formal learning and teaching when they have 
reached the chronological age of six years. Usually the 
child must attend school when· this age is reached. This 
assumes that all children at the chronological age of 
seventy-two months have reached a level.of maturity to 
enable them to master arithmetic and other subject areas. · 
Additional means of screening children for the types of 
activities required in first grade classrooms appear 
necessary. 
Piagetian tasks are one ·means which have been used 
to assess readiness for formal number work. The identifi­
cation of specific patterns of physical and cognitive 
growth as they join in the process of maturity is an�ther 
means researchers have suggested. Olsen and Hughes (1942) 
refer to the "underlying unity" between the physical and 
the cognitive, and assert that there is a relationship 
between readiness for learning and growth factors of the 
child. 
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Piaget (1964) has suggested that intellectual 
development is dependent in part upon the physical devel­
opment of the child as one of the four factors involved in 
total cognitive maturity. Thus, Olsen and Hughes (1942) 
and Piaget (1964) agree that cognitive growth as shown by 
the types of.learning required by children in early 
arithmetic curriculum and physical growth may form the 
bonds of readiness. 
Ilg and Ames (1964) point out that the eruption of 
permanent teeth may be a good supplemental indicator for 
school readiness, .and a more specific means to observe a 
child's intellectual maturation level . Ilg (1975) thinks 
that by the eruption of the permanent, central and 
lateral incisors, this physical growth corresponds to the 
transition of the child from Piaget's Pre-Operational 
Stage, characte!ized by the inability of the child to 
perform in computational activities except in rote, to 
the Concrete Operations Stage, where the child is able to 
successfully embark upon the mathematics. curriculum with 
understanding. 
The premise suggested is the eruption time of the 
permanent, lateral and central incisors corresponds not 
only to the stages of cognitive growth and readiness ala 
4 
Piaget, but also to the child's ability to perform ef­
fectively in the arithmetic curriculum in the first grade. 
I I . STATEMENT OF THE STUDY 
The purposes of this study were (1) to assess 
whether formal learning readiness in beginning mathe­
matical skills, arithmetic computation and performance on 
a selected Piagetian task could be predicted by the 
gingival eruption of the permanent, maxillary and mandi­
bular, central and lateral incisors in first grade, 
middle class, Caucasians, and (2) whether chronological 
age alone or in combination with tooth eruption was more 
predictive than the aforementioned purpose. 
The ease of using this method to supplement 
traditional means of screening children in the first 
grade for formal arithmetic work would make 1t a simple, 
objective instrument. Additional training is minimal to 
provide. an accurate evaluation of the gingival eruption 
of the permanent teeth in children. 
It was the preliminary hypothesis of this study 
that children who had first grade gingival eruption of 
their permanent, maxillary and mandibular, central and 
lateral incisors are able to perform better on an arith­
metic computation test.than those children who were non­
eruptors or late eruptors. 
It was further hypothesized that those children 
who had erupted their permanent, lateral and central 
incisors would be those who were entering Piaget's Con­
crete Operations Stage, while non-eruptors were in 
Piaget's Pre-Oper� tt�nal Stage, ac·cording to a Pi age ti an 
task score. 
A check of chronological age in combination with 
tooth eruption and chronological �ge alone was made to 
assess whether arithmetic computation and a score on a 
Piagetian task was more predictable. 
III. PROCEDURES AND SOURCES OF DATA 
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This study was undertaken during the winter quarter­
of 1976. Since tooth eruption of the incisors is started 
in some groups at six years of age, the selection of the 
• 
t 
population from the first grade was the appropriate group 
for this study to analyze . 1he study chose on� specific 
category of the population--middle-class, Caucasian 
children. This permitted a limitation of the variables 
to control for socio-economic status, race and age of t�e 
children. Middle-class children were chosen to control 
for malnutrition and deprivation, and the Caucasian race 
was used entirely because the growth rates of other races 
do not parallel the Caucasoids. Permission was granted by 
the Knoxville City Schools in Knoxville, Tennessee, to use 
their facilities to test students. Classrooms w�re chosen 
randomly and an initial list of children was provided by 
the school selected for the study. From this list, a 
random selection of pupils for the sample population was 
chosen. 
The population was divided into two groups of 
thirty-three children each. Since Krogman (1972) and 
others have found that girls were usually ahead of boys 
both physiologically and in the cognitive skills, this 
justified splitting the sample population·by sex. The 
procedure of the study was the following: 
Phase I Phase II Phase III 
6 
Boys Piagetian Task Wide Range Achieve- Photograph of 
Girls Piagetian Task ment Test S's Teeth 
B·oth groups received the same treatment and the 
data were analyzed both as a total population of children 
and separately by sex, whether male or female. 
Since there are a number of Piagetian t·asks, it was 
decided to use the test by Wohl will and Lowe ( 196 2). for 
the Conservation of Number. Their technique was placed 
in a standard form to be used by two raters in the analysis 
of whether the children were able or not able to Conserve 
Number. Each child's response was placed on answer forms 
by the raters, and the fin�l determination was based upon 
the experimenter's interpretation of the number of correct 
responses made on the Piagetian task. 
Each group was also given the computation portion 
of the Wide Range Achievement Test which provided for an 
individual approach for the assessment of computational 
abilities of each child. A photograph of each child's 
central and lateral incisors was taken using a Kodak 
Startech Dental Photography Kit with a one-to-one lens 
system. Two expert raters from the Department of 
Anthropology at The Univers·i ty of Tennessee assessed 
whether each child had achieved gingival eruption of 
their permanent incisors. 
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The individual sessions with each child began with 
some rapport building .activities, using poker chips with 
the children. This enabled each rater to establish an 
initial one-to-one relationship with each child and to 
allay any fears the child had with regard to the pro­
cedures. The Piagetian task was given first because it 
allowed flexibility and permitted a getting acquainted 
time with each student. After the Piagetian task, the 
computational section of the Wide Range Achievement Test 
was given. The pictures of the teeth were last in the 
sequence, as this test seemed the most difficult. Because 
it was the last portion of the experiment, it did not 
influence or contaminate any of the verbal/cognitive 
responses. 
Each child was tested for approximately one hour 
outside of his classroom. 
The treatment and design of the experimental data 
used the suggested concepts of Guilford (1973) for 
parametric, correlational studies. Both bivariate and 
multiple correlational techniques with an analysis of 
variance and a regression coefficient were used tp 
analyze the data. 
The following null hypotheses were tested at the 
.OS level of significance: 
H1--There is no significant relationship between 
tooth age as assessed by gingival eruption of the 
permanent, ma�illary and mandibular, lateral and central 
incisors and arithmetic computation of first grade (a) 
children, (b) boys, (c) girls. 
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Hz--There is no significant relationship between 
tooth age as assessed by gingival eruption of the 
permanent, maxillary a�d mandibular, lateral an� central 
incisors and the score on a Piagetian task, the Conserva­
tion of Number, of first grade (a) children, (b) boys, 
(c) girls. 
The following questions arose to clarify the 
original hypotheses. 
Question one: Is there a relationship between 
chronological age as measured in months and the score on 
a Piagetian task, the Conservation of Number, of first 
grade (a) children, (b) boys, (c) girls? 
Question two: Is there a relationship between 
chronological age as measured in months and ari.thrnetic 
computation of first grade (a) children, (b) boys, 
(c) girls? 
Question three: Is there a relationship between 
the combination of chronological age and tooth eruption 
and the score on a Piagetian task, the Conservatio� of 
Number, of first grade (a) children, (b) boys, (c) girls? 
Question four: Is there a relationship between 
the combination of chronological age and tooth eruption 
and arithmetic computation of.first grade (a) children, 
(b) boys, (t) girls? 
IV. DEFINITION OF·TERMS 
The definitions below are limited to those terms 
used throughout the report of this study and should not 
be interpreted as being an exhaustive list of terms in 
conjun�tion with dentition or cognitive growth� 
Central incisors. Those teeth used for cutting 
food. They are located on either side of middle of the 
maxilla and mandible. 
Conservation. The ability of a child to perform 
tasks and think logically even when perception changes 
the appearance of a problem. 
Conservation of number. The ability to understand 
and verbalize that two groups or collections of objects 
with the same number will not change when placed in 
varying group formations. 
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Eruption of the teeth. It is that moment when the 
tooth pushes through the gingiva or gum. 
Gingiva. This is commonly known as the gum in 
the oral cavity. 
Incisor. A group of teeth in man used for. cutting 
food. They are located at the front entrance of the 
mouth and are a cluster of four teeth on the mandible 
and the cluster of four teeth on the ·maxilla. 
Lateral incisors. Those teeth on either side of 
the central incisors. 
Mandible. (Mandibular.) Th�s is the lower jaw. 
Maxilla. (Maxillary.) This is the upper jaw. 
Occlusal plane. It is the point where the tooth 
meets with the other teeth to form a biting surface, 
thus bringing the maxilla and mandible together at this 
point. 
Permanent teeth. Under normal circumstances these 
are the last or final teeth in the human species� After 
the loss of these, ordinarily no replacements are possible. 
V. ASSUMPTIONS 
1. The schools chosen for the study are middle­
class domains as reflected by their constituency and the 
fact that the salary range is from ten thousand to 
thirty thousand dollars per year. 
2. Chronological age as it appears on the 
permanent records of each subject is correct, and the 
information relayed to the experimenter by the teachers 
is correct. 
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3. The raters will follow all of the instructions 
given for each test and will not favor or assist the 
subjects. 
VI. DELIMITATIONS 
Due to the fact that the population of the study 
consists of middle-class, Caucasian children of Knoxville, 
Tennessee, the generalizability of the study to larger 
populations outside of this framework is not justified. 
Other races and socio-economic groups outside of the 
middle class could not be considered in the analysis and 
summary of the data because these factors differed from 
population to population; therefore, no inferences can be 
made to these other populations. 
The geographic regions represen�ed in the South 
reflect specific cultural heritage, temperature, and 
climatic patterns, thus the data could not show any 
relationship except in the locale in which the study was 
undertaken. Ancestry also plays a part in the maturity 
and eruption of the teeth; and, therefore, the results 
of the study are pertinent only to the specific popula­
tion of Knoxville, Tennessee, and its surroundings. 
VII. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
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Chapter I contains the introduction, statement of 
the study, procedures and sources of data, definition of 
terms, assumptions and delimitations. 
Chapter II contains a review of the related 
literature and correlary research that clearly verify 
or amplify appropriate portions of the study. 
Chapter III contains information and discussion 
of the sample selection, instrumentation, proc�dures 
adhered to, and data analysis. 
Chapter IV contains the results and interpreta­
tion of the research. 
Chapter V includes a summary of the study, results 
and interpretation of the data, and �hat implications 
and recommendations the study has evolved. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
Presented in this chapter are the rela�ed litera­
ture �nd research tha� perta�ns to readiness as an 
indicator, the brain and achievement, other phys1cal 
development and achievement, readiness and growth, 
dentition as a predictor, arithmetic computation readi­
ness, and a synthesis and summary of this information 
as it relates to the investigated areas. 
I. READINESS AS AN INDICATOR 
Learning tends to cluster about many factors re­
lated to the growth processes of the child (Olsen, 1949). 
For seventy-five years researchers have studied to find a 
specificity in the development of cognitive skills in 
children as it relates to growth. These efforts have 
b�en directed at the documentation through various formal, 
cognitive tests as the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test, 
Otis-Lennon Intelligence Test; more subjective tests, as 
exemplified by Elkind (196 1), Wohlwill and Lowe (1962), 
Copeland (1972), and Piaget (1952); and intricate assess­
ments of readiness by Kohen-Raz (1969), Pryor and 
Thelander (1968), and Clark and Jarman (196 1) to establish 
a corresponding relationship between m�ntal and 
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physiological growth in the child. All of these forms 
have approached testing children for readiness by assess­
ing ability levels· either in a total cognitive mode or a 
combination of physical growth and.performance in cogni� 
tive skills. 
Ogletree (1973) concluded readiness could be placed 
into two separate classifications: growth readiness where 
there is an awareness of human development and how it 
affects the cognitive processes, and cumulative learning 
model where the mind extract� from experience to build new 
concepts. 
The concept of readiness expressed as a relation­
ship between human growth factors has suggested an inte­
gration of wh�n a child has learned effectively and 
efficiently and at what phase of physiological growth 
this was accomplished. Olsen (1949) expressed: 
. . . achievement as related to the total growth 
may be true both in situations where methods are 
ideal and those where they are·less effective 
(p. 180). 
The correspondence of achievement and growth lends cre­
dence to the concept of classroom outcomes i� �he subject 
areas being related to the growth process in all instances. 
The hypothesis that there is an "organismic age" despite 
the many variables that enter int9 the concept of learning� 
has provided impetus toward the conclusion that the body 
functions as a system and not as a non-integrative whole� 
15 
· The average score of a "total age" at a selected point in 
time is what Olsen (1949) has referred to as organismic 
age. His organismic theory has provided some reasonable 
notion to the overall development of the child as it re­
lates to the orderly evolution of growth and the learning 
process. 
Olsen and Hughes (1942) have suggested organismic 
age was the "underlying unity" between the cognitive pro-. 
cesses and the growth of children. Krogman (1962) felt 
readiness was an optimal time for progress whereby a 
"best-time" existed for the total organism to express 
itself in a given task. 
Brenner (1957) subscribed to the idea that "funda­
mental readiness· levels" have had a large impact on the 
success in school for children. 
Krogman (1972) stated: 
There is a bio-cultural continuum that there is a 
synchrony in total growth? that ther: is a_cor­relation between the physically growing child and 
the behaviorally developing child, and moreover, 
that there are intercorrelations within the 
biological spheres and within the behavioral 
areas (p. 200). 
Krogman (1962) believed that maturational age pro­
vided a picture of patterns and readiness for learning 
behavior. Holtzapfel (1975) expressed the opinion that 
learning was a process of "inner growth," thus associating 
the cognitive with maturation and the "organismic age" 
concept. 
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Jean Piaget (1952) suggested physic.al development 
was one of the areas of growth which contrihuted to in-
tellectual development. He has provided a rationale for 
the correspondence of the cognitive and physical growth. 
The objective of discovering a "prime-time" for 
learning via a physiological maturation age has been 
sought by establishing an indicator of the "inner-.being" 
by means of an outward sign. Brenner (1957) found children 
who were forced into activity before they were able to 
undertake the activity were "stultified" accordingly. 
Tanner and Irthelder (1971) found acceleration of learnjng 
done with pigeons showed that those who were not ready to 
fly and were coerced to try to .do so exhibited a propor­
tionate amount of flight retardation. Thus the importance 
of readiness for learning by children has been placed in 
perspective by both Brenner (1957) and Tanner and Inhelder 
(1971). 
Readiness has become an important aspect of under­
standing children and the cognitive processes. It has 
functioned as a means to identify a "best-fit" for the 
individual and the curriculum. Krogman (1972), Olsen 
(1949), and Olsen and Hughes (1942) have suggested readi­
ness be based upon.physical growth in concert with cogni­
tive functioning as opposed to the use of chronological age 
alone as an indicator. 
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II. THE BRAIN AND ACHIEVEMENT 
There have been a number of studies investigating 
the relationship of the brain to readiness for cognitive 
skills and subject matter achievement . From these 
studies have been established general hypotheses about the 
growth of the brain and learning. 
Nash (1970) emphasized nerve cells and the patterns 
of their evolvement in the nervous system were a possible 
key to cognitive conceptual growth . Halleck (1897) 
thought there was credence to the concept that the connec­
tive fibers of the brain were the basis for the association 
of ideas . He found there was a significant amount of 
difference between the c�nnective fiber found in a 0. 36 
square millimeter in the cerebral cortex of a child sixteen 
months old and that of a thirty-three-year-old m�n. The 
"sensory tract for sight" also showed a great difference in 
the number of the connective fibers present. There was a 
general gradation of the number of connective fibers in the 
ages between sixteen months and thirty-three years, warrant­
ing a careful inspection of the physical readiness· of 
children to perform certain tasks. These fibers function 
to relay messages in the brain, with the greater the number 
facilitating the ease of exchange (Halleck, 1897) . Their 
importance in thinking and performing tasks was amplified 
by Halleck (1897) : 
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Do not try to develop the power of thinking faster 
than the brain furnishes the physical substratum 
(p. 843). 
Jensen (1969) agreed that the factor of readiness. was 
dependent on the growth stage of the brain: 
Not a+l of the brain's potential neural connections 
are physiologically functionable until at least 
seven or eight in the vast majority of children 
(p. 3) • 
Davis (1964) concurred with Jensen in thinking that before 
the seven�h or eighth year, the brain was not ready for a 
number of cognitive as well as physical.activities. 
Felch-Pi (�955) concluded that the cerebral cortex 
of the brain in man is slow to develop, verifying man's 
long childhood. He found that the electroencephalograph 
patterns of the brain of young children were immature and 
continued this way for a number of the early growth years. 
This corroborated Folch-Pi's theory of slow neural develop­
ment in man. Moreover, Folch�Pi (1955) felt that this 
measure provided reason for the distinguishing of an age of 
readiness to better provide for the i�dividual child. · 
Massler and Kozlov (1961) !ecognized the brain as 
an important component in the learning processes. They 
found that children, as a normal procedure, have some brain 
damage as a result of the birth process. This is referred 
to as "aberrant behavior" or the final outcome of damage to 
the brain caused by delivery of the child. They included 
difficulty in performing in problem-solving situations, 
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especially arithmetic problems, as an "aberrant behavior." 
This research. has suggested a need for a predictor of 
child growth and development because of the effect of the 
physiological forces upon the ability of the child to 
function in the cognitive. 
Jensen (19�9) , Halle ck (1897) , Folch-Pi (1955) , 
Nash ( 1970) , and Massler and Kozlov (1961) have success­
fully related readiness in the cognitive realm is a 
function of neurological maturation. This work implied 
specific learning behaviors are highly dependent on the 
development of the brain and its supportive network. 
III. OTHER PHYSICAL DEVE LOPMENT AND ACHIEVEMENT 
Boas ( 194 1) surmised: 
The close relationship between anatomical and 
psychological traits in childhood must be inter­
preted as due to the influence of the tempo of 
physiological development over the body and. its 
function (p. 340) . 
Malina ( 1968) stated: 
Much of what we observe and rneasure·is simply the 
external manifestation of more profound physiologi­
cal processes (p. 5) . 
Such statements have led to efforts to document a relation­
ship between .intelligence quotient and various physical 
measures as body stature, birthweight, head size, and 
chest measurement. It was thought by Olsen and Hughes 
(1942) , Krogman ( 1962, 1972, 1975) , Jensen (1969) that 
although the brain was not easily measured for readiness, 
the physical attributes associated with the growth pro­
cess would adequately provide readiness and capacity 
tests of the underlying brain growth. The purpose of 
these efforts was to have a measure far more accessible 
apd reliable for the qiagnostician. 
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Other attempts have been made to show correlations 
between readiness for school and formal learning with 
either the eyes, ears, motor performance, or tooth erup­
tion. Each has been directed in certain measurem�nt 
techniques with regard to physical development, and all 
have been somewhat successful in providing an outward 
assessment of the inner being through an outward physio­
logical mode. 
Clark and Jarman (1961) found physical growth an,d 
physique were significantly more matured and developed in 
superiorally intelligent groups of children. Ketchum 
(1957) supported this with his study that concluded that 
gifted children displayed earlier a�d more pronounced 
physical and mental growth. This was detected by measur­
ing height, weight, teeth, bone ossification, and giip 
scores and then correlating the results with scores on the 
Otis Self-administering Test of Mental Ability, the 
California Test of'Mental Maturity, the Iowa Silent Reading 
Test, and pupil grade point average. Baldwin (1914) 
further sugge�ted that tall, heavy boys and girls with good 
lung capacity were more advanced both. physiologically and 
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mentally than other children. Kohen-Raz ( 1969) found.a 
·substantial relationship between physical and mental 
growth in a group of fifth to_ eighth grade children whe? 
seasons of birth w�re controlled. In all of the afore­
mentioned, researchers have attempted to distinguish 
different functioning levels of children both in the 
cognitive and the physical. The approach has been to 
measure the physical development of the child and predict 
readiness or achievemen� in-school subjects. 
A study for the National Institute of Education 
(1974) found there was a significantly different intelli­
gente quotient score for children born weighing less than 
five pounds and those above that mark. It was established 
that children who initially weighed more than five pounds 
at birth performed much better on tests of arithmetic, 
reading, language and intelligence. 
Cooke ( 1968) found a correlation between balance 
performance and intelligence quotients as measured by the 
Iowa Test of Basic Skills. Cooke's research has presented 
an even closer association between the brain's development_ 
and the ability of a child to think·logically than other 
physical measures such as weight, height, et cetera. 
Pryor and Thelander (1968) reported there was a correlation 
between microcephalic children, those having head sizes two 
standard deviations below the norm, and the degree of 
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mental retardation as measured by intelligence quotient. 
Thus the external features or performances as reported 
by Cooke (1968) and Pryor and Thelander (1968) con firmed 
that relationships of significance occur between certain 
brain related growth functions and the ability to per form 
in learning tasks. 
Clerk (1916) , in a study of the cardiovascular 
system of the child, found there was some merit in the use 
of professional measure of the blood pressure to assist in 
assessing the growth. of children as it relates to readi­
ness. 
Other studies have further suggested that physical 
growth has a predictive nature for the cognitive. Wheeler 
(1929) concluded that children who were dull were below 
normal in all physical growth measures. Kirkendall (1968) 
discovered motor aptitude of children related with high, 
medium, and low intelligence groups. Regen and Gain 
(1963) found children who had parents with large chest 
measurements had also significantly higher int�lligence 
quotients. 
Although this research has contributed to knowledge, 
it has not presented readiness and the cognitive as it 
related to physical growth for practical use. 
Grunelius (1966) has taken the position that 
physical growth should not be a discriminator of intelli­
gence such as Clerk (1916) , Wheeler (1929), and others 
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have concluded but should indicate when to make use of 
instruction wisely with individual children. Grunelius. 
(1966) stated: 
In the human embryo the eyes are protected and the 
external physical light must .not work upon their 
development. In.the same sense external education 
must not endeavor to effect a training or influence 
the moulding of the memory before the change of the 
teeth (p . ·  43). 
Luella Cole (1938) concluded that not more than 10 
percent of five-year-olds were able to visually dis­
criminate certain letters. Birch and Leffert (1963) 
established auditory memory, the type needed for successful 
school progress, was not in evidence until later than five 
years. Cole (1938) and Birch and Leffert (1963) agreed 
that for both visual and auditory discrimination to be 
sufficient for successful school experiences, the child 
had to be approximately seven to eight years old. The 
types of sub-features necessary for a child to be able to 
discriminate with the numerals nine and six, and various 
.other· portions of the arithmetic curriculum have thus been 
established by the efforts of Cole (1938) and others. 
Since both the eyes and the ears were s·ensors of 
the brain, Moon, Moore, and Moon (1972) judged they would 
be an excellent external signal of the readiness of the 
cerebral cortex, the same segment of the brain that con­
trollea the cognitive. Grunelius (1966), Birch and 
Lefford (1963), Moon, Moore, and Moon (1972) have suggested 
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that many children need to have prerequisite physical 
abilities before the cognitive skills. are attainable. 
They have also suggested that readiness is approximate in 
children and is dependent upon many internal as well as 
external variables . There was a gen�ral consensus among 
the group that, for the most part, readiness for the types 
of activities required in the early arithmetic curriculum 
is acquired at the ages of from seven to eight years . 
IV . READINESS AND GROWTH 
Ogletree (1974) stated: 
. . .  the child is not fully mature and ready for 
learning until age seven or eight . His brain is 
not fully developed, nor are his senses of hearing 
and sight (p . 409) . 
Krogman (1975) and Ogletree (1974} concluded that 
the chronological age of seven was often the point where 
the brain had reached 95 percent of its adult development. 
This fact has become a significant correlate of research 
for readiness in both the physical and the cognitive realms 
for children . It is at age seven that Piaget (1952) , 
Elkind (1961), Copeland (1972) , and Almy (1966) considered 
the child operational in thought . Thus there seems to be 
an overlapping of thought from the cognitive psychologists 
and the physiologists so far as a time for readiness for 
formal learning in arithmetic . 
Ames (1966) suggested that many children enter 
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school as a direct result of compulsory education instead 
of readiness. Therefore, a child in such a situation 
must have had the physical and mental equipment to perform 
in arithmetic, reading and other subjects or not be able 
to successfully compete with other children of the same 
approximate chronological age. Ames (1966) would have 
each child submit himself to three measures to assure that 
readiness for school had developed. This included a bone 
ossification test to examine the calcification of the wrist 
bones dentition test to establish the number of perman·ent 
teeth erupted in comparison with the norm, and as also 
suggested by Cole (1938), an eye examination to inspect 
the ability of the child to visually discriminate. 
V. DENTITION AS A PREDICTOR 
Ilg and Ames (1964) reported: 
Those children who were ahead of schedule in 
teething, 96 percent were definitely ready for 
and could profit from academic school experiences. 
Of those children who were behind schedule in 
teething, 54 percent should have repeated, 22 
percent of this group did repeat, and 40 percent 
would have profited by repetition (p. 238-239). 
This has suggested there may be a tip-off with the incep­
tion of second dentition as a means of informing educators 
whether a child was ready for the type of learning required 
in an arithmetic curriculum in the first grade. 
It has been concluded by Jensen (1969), Davis (1964), 
Burch and Leffert (1963) , and Cole (1938) that the 
chronological age of seve n to e i ght ye ars is a time when 
children are capable of performing to their capabilities 
in the formal curriculum because physiological readi'ness 
is �rese�t .  Ames (1966)  tmplored teachers .and school 
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systefus to use tooth age as a supplemental te st to check 
for this readiness . 
Bean (1914) and Bailett (19 7 5 ) found the · permanent 
me dian or central incisors gingivally erupted the maxilla 
in the ages of from six to nine ye ars in German and 
American children . 
I lg (1975) · state d :  
. . .  when that seven- year- old Rubicon is . crossed 
(Piaget ' s conservation of continuous quantities) , 
I always take a glance at their te eth . If  I see . 
two well- erupte d uppe r central incisors with holes  
on either side from the loss of the upper lateral 
incisors, then I know the child is nicely into 
seven years . . •  (p . 1) .  
Rudolf Ste iner, the founder of the Waldorf Schools 
in Europe, st ipulated that the period betwe en the loss of 
the first  or "mi lk tee th" was a cri t ical one becaus e i t  
indicated cognitive and con�eptual maturity and was an 
indicator of where the physiological manifested itself in 
the cognitive . Steiner schools have scre ened children for 
. 
. 
school entrance by the loss of the deciduous te eth because 
it was felt that this was a positive index of maturation, 
both biological and mental . Steine r (19� 8) asserte d :  
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We begin to teach or educate the child between the 
changes of teeth and the ages of puberty (p. 41). 
He emphasized there should be an integration . of thought 
in all of the areas of physiology , anatomy , and the 
various other fields that constitute the "total child. " 
This provided for �he whole child, and would not consti­
tute a detraction from other growth and development of 
the chfld. 
Baust (1976) found that 83 percent of the Waldorf 
Schools in the United States used dentition , either as a 
partial criteria for readiness for school or as a guide to 
subject matter skills readiness. Sixteen percent of these 
schools used tooth age as the sole means of assessing 
readiness of children . ·  
Steiner and the Waldorf Schools have emphasized 
there was a "oneness" in the development of the child, and 
the combination of all of the factors and variables have 
made an inseparable· bond to provide a realization of 
cognitive growth and maturation. 
Ogletree and Laverty (1973) found the eruption of 
· permanent six year molars was related to intelligence 
quotients, Piaget's levels of growth , and achievement as 
assessed by teacher judgment. 
Ogletree (1974) and Krogman (19 75) have suggested 
second dentition showed the brain had reached to within 
95 ·percent of i�i development. This has been corroborated 
by Bean (1914) and Bailett (1975) and their assertion 
that the incisors erupted in this period. This has 
additional congruence with the contentions of Jensen 
( 19 6 9) and others ·in their st and that the brain has 
developed considerably at the chronological ages ·of 
seven to eight years of age. 
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Attempts have been made to show that dentition was 
related to intelligence and achievement in schools. 
Barkla (1966) found mong�loid chilq.ren under the age 
of twenty had a slower than normal dentitional pattern . 
These mongoloid children were also behind other children 
in cognitive skills. Kraus (1968) found there was a 
relationship between abnormalities of the dental crowns 
and mental retardation . Children who were retarded had 
twenty-nine times greater amounts of abnormal
° 
teeth. 
These children had sub-standard performances in the cogni­
tive skills as well as tooth crown deficiencies. Kraus 
(1968) has shown that damage to the central nervous system 
can be mirrored by the growth of the teeth to represent 
levels 6f cognition. 
Bailett (1975) concluded: 
Low birth weight seems to be associated with 
retarded permanent tooth eruption (p. 132). 
Lathrop (1939) found there was a correlation b�tween 
feeblemindedness and the eruption time of teeth in women. 
Sutow · (1954) found a significant difference ·in the number 
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of permanent teeth for the skeletally below and above 
average child. The skeletally advanced had the .larger 
number of teeth as opposed to the below average group. 
Beik (1913) showed the time of the eruption of the teeth 
have a close relationship with overall bodily development. 
Cohen and Anderson (1931) discovered, in a group of 
children from five to fifteen years, that subnormal 
children.had fewer permanent teeth at any age. 
The teeth, as suggested by Kraus (1968) and 
Bailett (1975), indicate the total development of the 
child. Thus the external features of growth, the tooth 
eruption process, ·has been suggested as a means of focus -
ing on inward growth·. Schour (1960) has shown from re­
search that the pituitary gland was important in the 
eruption of the permanent teeth. Rats having the · 
hypophysis removed subsequently had a slowing down and 
cessation of tooth eruption. This malady has also been 
observed in hypopituitarism where the function .of the 
pituitary was �n6t proper. Moreover, these children who 
suff�red from this had slow development both in the 
physiological and cognitive sense (Ogletree and Laverty, 
1973). 
Ogletree (1973) has recorded that the dentitional 
process, especially the eruption of the permanent teeth, 
signified the brain had �ompleted growth for the most 
part, and permitted the forces of ihe body to concen­
trate on the thinking processes or Concrete Operations. 
There have . been studies by Dearb orn (193 5) , 
Baldwin (1914) , and Klausmeier, Check, and Feldhusen 
(1960) that have shown a low correlation between the 
numb er of teeth erupted and mental ages in school . All 
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of these studies have reported correlations of from +. 04 
to ±. 12.  Despite these studies, Kraus (1968) and others 
have indicated a relationship · did exist between the teeth 
and the development of the learning substrata and 
physiological functioning. Thus the teeth [through the 
eyes of Bailett (197 5) , Lathrop (1939) , Ogletree (197 3, 
1974) , Krogman (197 2, 197 5)_ ,  and I lg and Ames (1964) ] have 
been suggested as the indicator of physiological, develop­
mental, and cognitive ages of chiidren while it acted as 
an indicator of overall health of the central nervous 
system and other supplementary systems. · 
The value of using the teeth as a developmental 
tool is elaborated upon by Bean (1914) : 
The teeth are more convenient and more exact as a 
means of determi nigg the physiological standard 
than stature or weight or the growth of the bones � 
. . . They may be  of greater value than any other 
means that can be utilized (p. 61 2) . 
He felt that the identification factor was such that 
little experience was necessary for positive identifita­
tion. 
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The use of the teeth as a predictor has been to 
associate their growth with achievement via a specific 
number of teeth ·erupted (Dearborn, 1935) or the . eruption 
of specific teeth with achievement (Ogletree and Laverty, 
l� 73) : Relationships have been varied from very low 
(�lausmeier, Check, and · Feldhµsen , 1960) to significant 
correlations (Ogletree and Laverty, 1973) . 
Schoor (1960) and others have assigned the age of 
seven as the m�an age for the eruption of the incisors, 
and this has been precisely the time when Jensen (1969) , 
Ogletree (1974) , Steiner (1968) , Lovell ( 1968) have 
indicated the child's brain and conceptual thought' pro­
cesses were developed enough to function well in school 
subjects. 
VI .  ARI THMETI C COMPUTATI ON READINESS 
The identification of a time when a child is able 
to understand and assimilate the concept of number has 
been a critical area of inquiry. I t  has taken the form 
of three interrelated categories : (1) establishing 
readiness for · arithmetic through a cognitive �tage ap­
proach (Piaget, 1952) , (2) showing a closeness between 
physical growth and arithmetic achievement, (3) providing 
for children in the arithmetic curriculum in a formal 
fashion at chronological age six. 
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Piaget ( 1952) paved the way for studies in the 
arithmetic application with his tognitive sta�is of  growth. 
His discovery and research on four distinctive sta�es - · 
(1) Sensory Motor, (2) �re-Operational, (3) Concrete 
Operations, and (4) Formal Operations --placed an emphasis 
on logico-mathematical thinking that further exposed. a 
pattern of thinking in children. This constructed a more 
definite time for each stage of development and a corres­
ponding time when children were able to perform certain 
mathematical tasks. It has been suggested by Piaget 
( 1964) that a critical element in the movement of the 
child from one stage to the next was physical maturation. 
Piaget (1952) asserted that there was an or�erly process 
of movement through the stages of development and Copeland 
(1972), Almy (1966), and others have .supported this con­
cept of an orderly progression of evolution via stages of 
growth. Copeland (1972) has distinguished a child in the 
Pre-Operational S�age from a child in the· Concrete Opera­
tions Stage by his ' inibility to reverse thought patterns 
and perceptual cues. The tasks derived from Jean Piaget's 
concept of conservation, Wohlwill and Lowe (1962), Elkind 
(196 1) have indicated that a child in the· Pre.-Operational 
Stage was not able to reconcile that a group _of objects 
was invariant even when they were moved in several dif­
ferent positions. Those children that had progressed to 
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the Concrete Operations Stage were able to recognize  that 
the difference in appearance did not change the amount 
in the collection of items in the set. The transition 
from ·the Pre- Operational to the Concrete Operations 
Stage was dependent upon what Piaget (195 2) has ·referred 
to as conservation or readiness. He felt this concept 
was the ability of a child to perceive the concept that 
two similar sets remain similar irregardless of their 
juxtaposition . 
Copeland (1972) thought the Conservation of Number 
was necessary in order for a chil d to effectively under­
stand the concept of addition. · Copeland (1972) and Lovell 
(1968) have taken the position that this form of conserva­
tion, the Conservation of Number, was not often achieved 
until approximately seven or eight years of age. Piaget 
(195 3) stated : 
Children must grasp the principle of conservation 
of quantity before they can develop the concept 
of number (p . 74) . 
Steffe (196 6) concluded that children in the lower 
I . Q. group were the children who were in the lower end of 
the conservation of number task. These children did 
poorly in the test of addition as well as the Conservation · 
of Number corroborating the fact that the Conservation of 
Number was necessary for the acquisition of numerical 
concepts and the arithmetic curriculum in the elementary 
school . 
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The importance of  pre requisit e knowle�ge has heen 
shown an important factor in the acquisition of arith � 
metic skills . Messenge r (1903) found that two groups of 
the same quantity may be perceive d as diffe rent due to 
the arrangement, closeness, color and si z e  and type .of 
mate rial in the sets . 
Ste ffe (1966) has also acknowle dged different 
patte rns of sets have varying e f fects upon the perception 
of the child as to the recognition of numbe r and conserva­
tion . This has be en the same idea Piaget has discussed . 
The child who was ready for the formal logico-mathematical 
concepts would be the one who has been able to place 
sensual stimulation in its prope r perspective. This 
included  not being distracte d by the variables mentione d 
by Messenger (1903) , Ste ffe (1966) , Piaget (19 52, 19 53) ,  
and othe rs . 
Elkind (1961) , Lovell and Ogilvie · (1961) , Wohlwill 
and Lowe (1962) have all constructed tests based on the 
concept of conservation, a necessary pr erequis �te to the 
meaningful assimilation of arithmetic computation. 
Fogelman (1972) inte rpreted Wohlwill and Lowe ' s  (1962) 
findings to conclude that S O  pe rcent of the population 
successfully completed their tasks in the Conservation of 
Number  at seven .Point five years of age . 
According to Piaget (19 52) , the Concrete Operations 
Stage has begun if the child was able to see the re­
versibility of a collection of items in a set when com­
pared to a similar set of elements. This task has been 
a prime consideration of readiness for arithmetic and 
has usually been accomplished by children at the 
chronological age of seven years (Copeland, 1972). 
Gates and Taylor ( 1925) discovered that practice 
in arithmetic, despite a temporary gain for those persons 
who had embarked on a program of drill, was not beneficial 
in the final outcome after several months had elapsed. 
Rohrs (1930) hypothesized training for skills when 
maturation had not been achieved was superfluous. Beilin 
( 1970) felt if an arithmetic concept was brought to the 
attention of a child before the sub -str�ctures were ready, 
the child would either learn in part or have an extremely 
tenuous grasp of the idea . 
Piaget's classification and the research of others 
in the area of cognitive growth has indicated that 
children grow at an individual pace and learn when they 
are ready . It  is the assumption of Piagetian rese�rchers 
that readiness for arithmetic was predictable by the tasks 
derived from Conservation of Number . Copeland (1972) £el t 
that the arithmetic curriculum should use these tasks as a 
means of providing for the individual child. 
Other attempts have been made to show a relation­
ship between physiological and cognitive growth in the 
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specifi� subj ect area of arithmetic .  Klausmei er , Lehmann 
and Beeman (1959) found children who were developmentally 
slow were the children who were low achievers in arith­
metic. Krogman (196 2) suggested from a .review of research 
that boys ' physical development levels were correlated 
significantly with arithmetic achievement. I lika (1968) 
found that children who were late entrants in school di d 
better in arithmetic achievement than early entrants . 
Ross (1970) discovered that immaturity, abnormal 
physical conditions and other such maladies could be 
traced to a significant number of arithmetic under­
achievers. Dutton (1963) concluded that maturity was a 
factor in readiness for first grade arithmetic. He found 
that about one- third of each entering fi rst grade class 
was ready for the types of formal activities !equi red in 
the arithmetic curriculum. 
Brown and Henderson (196 5) reported there were 
many factors that influenced achievement predi ction in 
arithmetic and other subj ects. Physical growth, emoti onal 
development, and intelligence were all categories of 
importance. 
VI I. SYNTHE S I S  AND SUMMARY 
I nherent in the concept of conservation, matura­
tion, and arithmetic readiness has been the idea that the 
child must be able to perceive through the external organ� 
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and be able to place the sensual stimulation in proper 
perspective. It has been suggested there are specific 
ages in which the visual and auditory stimulation 
"manifest themselves" and enable specific cognitive 
skills to be accomplished. These same senses are func ­
tioning at a level for success in arithmetic and other 
subject areas . at the age of seven. ' If the child does not 
have these organs performing at a level that would allow 
the assimilation of various concepts, there would be a 
fixation in _ a  specific cognitive level, due to this non­
readiness. 
Simultaneously, the brain is developing with the 
other body parts. It is at the approximate time of seven 
years that children have the capacity to function at the 
rate necessary for the types of understanding involved in 
formal arithmetic computation. The brain has reached 95 
percent of its adult growth at age seven to eight years, 
the age when Jean Piaget ' s  Concrete Operations Stage has 
progressed in children. The Concrete Operations Stage has 
indicated a readiness for more substantive arithmetic 
understanding. It has been for this reason children have 
been shown to perform substantially better when they have 
achieved the conservation of number task. 
This is the same time when the Waldorf Schools 
suggested teaching children the various subjects in the 
classroom at the seven to eight years of age. The age of 
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s even to  e i ght has b e en s e l ected  by the Waldorf  Schoo l s  
a s  a t ime when the de ciduous teeth are rep l aced  by  the 
pe rmanent teeth , and thi s is often us e d  as a means o f  
s cre ening ch i l dren fo r the fir s t  grade . The te eth have 
b een shown to provide some idea o f  growth o f  the ch i l d , 
and i t  has b e en hypothe s i z ed that th e dent it ion may b e  a 
me ans o f  sug g e s t ing the growth and re adine s s  of  the b ody 
fo r the typ e s  of  requi rements a ch i ld is  con front ed  wi th 
in the fi rs t s eve ral  years  of s choo l . The inc i s o rs e rup t 
the gingiva at approx imate ly s ix to e i ght years , and the s e  
spe c i fic  teeth have a growth pattern that , o n  appearance , 
cor re sponds wi th the cons ervat i on of  numb e r , s chool  
re adines s ,  ari thme t i c  re adine s s . Al l o f  the s e  have a t ime 
s imilar  to each othe r . The sug ge s t ion has b een made th at 
the t ee th may b e  an outward man i fe s t at i on of the inner 
readines s  o f  th e ch i ld  both phys ical ly and ment a l ly . 
Agre ement has abounded th at re ad ines s i s  a nece s ­
s ary e l ement o f  teach ing and l e arning  in ar i thmet ic  and 
o the r s ub j e c t  areas  in the c las s room .  Ch i ldren deve lop 
at varying  rates  and are ready for speci fi c  tasks · when 
the i r  b odi es  have made the appropr iat e  adaptat ions . 
Studies  have sugge s t ed the t e e th are a vi ab l e me ans o f  
as s es s ing  re adines s i n  chi ldren b ecaus e they give an 
accurate p i cture of  thi s  deve l opment . 
The re i s  concurrenc e that int e l l e ctua l deve l opment 
i s  dependent in part on phys ical  deve lopment ,  as  a 
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necessary component of the total "organismic age " concept . 
The te eth have been a vi able means of ass essing physi cal 
development, and they may provide a predictor of cognitive 
readiness and formal arithmetic computational readiness .  
CHAPTE R I I I 
DE S I GN AND PROCEDURES FOR DATA 
COLLE CT I ON AND ANALYS I S  
This chapter contains a description of the de�ign 
of the study , instrumentation, sample selection, data 
collection procedures , and a summary of the design and 
procedures incorporated in the study . 
I . .  DES I GN OF THE STUDY 
The study sought to identify whether formal learn ­
ing readiness in beginning arithmetic computation was 
predictable by the eruption of the permanent, maxillary 
and mandibular ,  central and lateral incisors in first 
grade, middle class , Caucasian �hildren or whether a 
combination of both chronological age and tooth eruption 
was a better predictor. The ·design inv9lyed the compari­
son of scores of children on tests of arithmetic computa ­
t ion ,  cognitive growth ,  and tooth eruption. The fol lowing 
hypotheses were tested : 
H1 - - There is no signi ficant relationship between 
tooth age as assessed by the gingival eruption of the 
permanent , maxillary and mandibular ,  lateral and central 
incisors and arithmetic computation of first grade 
(a) children , (b) boys, (c) girls . 
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H2-- There is no significant relationship between 
tooth age as assessed �y the gingival eruption of the 
permanent , maxillary and mandibular , lateral and central 
incisors and the score on a Piagetian task , the Conserva­
tion of Number , of flrst grad� (a) children , (b) boys , 
(c) girls. 
There were questions identified to further check 
the hypotheses . 
Question one: Is there a relationship between 
chronological age as measured in months and the score on 
a Piagetian task , the Conservation of Numb er , of first 
grade (a) children , (b) boys , (c) girls? 
Question two: Is  there a relationship between 
chronological age as measured in months and arithmetic 
computation of first grade (a) children , (b) boys , 
(c) girls ? 
Question three: Is  there a relationship between 
the combination of chronological age and tooth eruption 
and the score on a Piagetian task , the C6nservation of 
Number , of first grade (a) children , (b) boys , (c) girls ? 
Question four : Is there a relationship between 
the combination of chronological age and tooth eruption 
and arithmetic computation of first grade (a) children , 
(b) boys , (c) girls? 
II. INSTRUMENTATION 
Two tests were given to the students to illicit 
arithmetic computation and cognitive growth scores . 
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The arithmetic segment of the Wide Range Achievement Test, 
Level I, was used for ind ividual assessment of computa ­
tional ability. A Piagetian task for the Conservation of 
Number, Wohlwill and Lowe ( 1962) , was used to assess the 
cognitive stage of each child . In addition, a photograph 
was taken of each child's front teeth, and a scale was 
developed to place a numerical value on the growth of the 
permanent teeth . 
Wide Range Achievement Test (W .R . A . T . ) 
The test consisted of several portions ; however, 
only the arithmetic portion was used for the express 
purpose of gaining perspective into each ·child's computa­
tional abilit ies . Level I was used because it was con­
structed for children in the age range of five to eleven 
years e leven months . 
There was no attempt to collect a national sample 
by the authojs of the W.R. A. T . ,  but norming of the test 
was ach ieved by using the data collected in a seven -state 
area . Since the information that was received from the 
test scores did not depend on the norming procedures, 
this factor was not crit ical . 
The reliability of the test for six-year-old 
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children was . . 959, and for seven-year -old children, it was 
.962, with a standard error of .98 in each case . The 
validity of the W.R. A.T . . was computed by comparing it 
with scores on the Wechsler Intelligence Test. A cor­
relation coefficient for the five- to seven-year-old 
children between the Wechsler and the W.R.A.T. was com­
puted at .73. Another . test for valid ity was computed 
by using a factor analysis to show .the percent of variance 
in four categories. In the general factor there was a 
28 percent variance, while the group factor totaled 44 
percent. The specific factors had a 15 percent variance, 
and the error of measure was 1 3  percent, respectively. 
From the evidence the test has both validity and 
reliability in sufficient quantities to warrant the use 
of the W.R.A. T. as an individual assessment instrument of 
arithmetic computational skill of first grade children. 
Harper (1968) , Washington and Teska (1970) , and 
Seybold and Pedrino (1964) used the W.R.A.T. as an 
assessor of achievement and found it to be adequate. 
Robert Thorndike in the Seventh Mental Measurement Yearbook 
felt that the W.R.A. T. was a test that could be used in a 
"clinical or research" situation, where the abilities were 
diverse and individual assessment necessary. 
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Conservation of Number Test 
Various tests have sur faced in  th e area · of  con­
servation, but due to the nature of the verbal res ponses, 
normed procedures have not been accessible. Beard (1963) , 
Wallach and Sprott (1964) , Wallach, Wqll and Anderson 
(1967) and Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) have all adapted the 
concept of Conservation of Number associated with Jean 
Piaget into a test form used in research studies. Many 
of these have been presented in Fogelman (1970) ,  Piagetian 
Tests for the Primary School. 
Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) created a test in the area 
of Conservation of Number that closely mirrored Piaget's 
thought and was the �est most easily replicated; therefore, 
this test was chosen as the test · instrument. 
This tes� solicited children ' s  responses to 
physical instances presented in a one-to -one situation. 
Each activity viewed a child ' s  perception of number and 
whether they were able to recognize that a number or group 
of things is invariant, regardless of how the objects are 
physically juxtaposed. 
There were six activities in the task battery. The 
first activity was to have the child p�ay with the chips 
provided. The tester asked the subject to make a tower 
and other such arrangements with the chips. The second 
activity consisted . of the tester giving seven red chips to 
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the subject and keeping seven blue su? jects for himself. 
The chips were placed in rows, and the child was ask�d to 
count how many chips were in each group. Activity three, 
the experimenter placed the blue chips and the red chips 
horizontally in front of the child. The red chips were 
then spread out to create the appearance that the red 
group of chips had more than the blue row. The child was 
asked which row had more chips. The fourth activity con­
sisted of placing the red group of chips into two groups 
of three and four and placing these rows side by side. 
The question was again asked whether one row was larger 
than the blue row of chips. In  the fifth activity the 
red chips were placed in a verticle row in front of the 
blue chips. The question was asked if one group were 
larger than the other. The sixth and final activity was 
accomplished by placing the red chips into a hollow, 
opaque cylinder so the child could not see the chips. 
The question was asked whether one group had more chips 
than the other. 
Each activity was given to an individual child by 
one of several raters. These raters followed the test 
procedures provided them, which replicated the test of 
Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) . For each correct response 
given by the child, one point was awarded. I f  the response 
were incorrect , zero pointi were . given for that particular 
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activity and all of the succeeding portions of the test. 
When a correct response was given, the child went to the 
next activity, but an incorrect response called for a 
t ermination of further activities on this speci fic test. 
A sum was computed for the activities of each 
child providing a numerical value. The sum total of 
points indicat ed how far the child had advanced toward 
Piaget ' s  Concrete  Operations Stage. Howe ver, the specific 
stage was not considered as important as the number of 
activities the child was able to per form correctly and 
thus obtain points on the derived scale. 
Tooth Eruption Test 
Each child had two pictures taken . of his/her 
maxillary and mandibular, central and lateral incisors, 
located at the entrance to the . oral cavity. A Kodak 
Startech Dental Photography Kit with a one - to-one lens 
was employed to record and document each child ' s  denti ­
tional maturity in these specific teeth. The purpose was 
to assess whe ther gingival eruption of the permanent teeth 
had occurred and at what stage this process was during the 
time of collection. 
A panel of two · experts from the Department of 
Anthropology at The University of Tennessee evaluated the 
photographs for gingival eruption and checked ·to se e 
whether each suspect tooth had reached the occlusal plane. 
This was recorded in the Initial Chart for Permanent 
Teeth and forwarded to the investigator. 
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A point system was established to provide a tooth 
eruption score for eight specific teeth . .  The numerical 
value attached to each erupted tooth was ·as follows : 
0 points--The primary tooth is in the mouth of the 
subject. 
1 point--Space exists where the primary tooth was 
once positioned. 
2 points--The permanent tooth has erupted the 
gingiva. 
3 points- -The permanent tooth has reached the 
· occlusal plane. 
Each subject's score was plac�d in the Tooth 
Eruption Chart and the values were computed. This pro­
vided a total score of the dentition of eight teeth and 
a means of comparing teething with other test scores. 
I I I . SELECTI ON OF A SAMPLE 
· A  limitation of the population was necessary in 
this study because of the unique nature of the testing 
procedures. Due to the one-to-one factors in the study 
and the many variables involved, it was felt that a small 
and select sample was vital. 
Three elementary schools in the Knoxville City 
Schools, Knoxville, Tennessee, were chosen because they met 
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the criteria of havir ig: (1) middle-class children with 
a constituency w�ose parents earned in the range of ·ten 
to thirty thousand dollars, (2) Caucasian childrert, (3) · 
first grades, and (4) a sufficient number of students to 
collect a sample o r  sixty-six subj ects. 
Permission for the study was given by tha adminis­
tration of the school system, the school principals, and 
the teachers . One school was selected from the three on a 
random basis . This was the group from which the sample 
population was drawn . The school provided a list of 
Caucasian boys and a list of Caucasian girls in the fi rst 
grade. From these lists a random sample was chosen with 
thirty-three in each group or a total of sixty-six in the 
sample population . The selection was done by assigning 
numbers to each name provided on the initial l ists and 
using a table of random numbers. 
All subjects had two tests and a photograph taken 
of their teeth . The Piagetian task and the Wide Range 
Achievement Test were administered by several raters. The 
collection, scoring, and evaluation were done by the 
investigator . A photograph was taken of each chi ld's 
front teeth, and the pictures were analyzed by a panel of 
experts from The University of Tennessee's Department of 
Anthropology . After the initial j udgment by the panel, 
the scoring was done by the experimenter . 
I V. STATISTI CAL· ANALYSIS 
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The University of Tennessee's Computer Center was 
used to compute the statistical data of the study. 
Two hypotheses and four corresponding questions 
were tested using twelve bivariate and six multiple 
correlations with an analysis of variance and a regression 
coefficient. Within each hypothesis/question, three 
groups were studied: (a) children, (b) boys, (c) girls. 
Areas the study addressed itself to were tooth eruption 
and chronological age when compared with .arithmetic com­
putation and Piagetian task scores . 
V. SUMMARY 
The study was designed. to identify whether formal 
learning readiness in beginning arithmetic computation was 
predictable by the eruption of the permanent, maxillary 
and mandibular, central and lateral incisors in first 
grade, middle class, Caucasian children or whether a 
combination of both tooth eruption and chronological age 
was a better predictor. 
Two tests were given and two photographs of the 
incisors were taken of each child -- the arithmetic 
computation segment of the Wide Range Achievement Test, 
Level I,  and a Piagetian task, Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) . 
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The two photographs we re taken· with a Kodak S t arte ch 
Dent al Photography Kit  wi th a one - t o - one lens att achment . 
Three e lementary s choo l s  in the Knoxvi l l e  C i ty 
Schools , Knoxvi l l e , Tennes s ee , were i denti fied  becaus e 
they we re middle  clas s , Cauc as i an ,  and had a s i z e ab le 
numb er of  fi rs t grade s tudent s .  A random s e l ect ion was 
made to ident i fy one s choo l from the three . L is ts  o f  
Cauc as ian boys and girl s in one s choo l were provided by 
the chos en s chool to faci l i tate the random s amp le of  
s ixty - four s tudent s . 
Each hypothe s i s was tested  us ing a comb inat i on o f  
b ivariate  and mul t iple  correlational technique s . In  al l 
ins tances the . o .s leve l of  s i gni fi canc e wa� us ed , and the 
s t at i s t ical dat a we re computed  by the Computer  Cent er  o f  
· The Univers i ty o f  Tennes s ee . 
CHAPTER IV  
PRESENTATI ON OF DATA 
This chapter presents th� data related to the two 
hypo�heses and the four corresponding research questions. 
I .  RESULTS 
The hypotheses of the study were tested using 12 
bivariate correlations and six multiple correlations. 
Sixty- six middle- class Caucasian children from Knoxville, 
Tennessee- -33 boys and 33 girls--were chosen for the 
study. The tests used to obtain the data were the 
arithmetic computation segment of the Wide Range Achieve­
ment Test and a Piagetian task for the Conservation of 
Number (Wohlwill and Lowe, 196 2) . The children had their 
chronological age calculated in months. Tooth age was 
formed by summing a numerical assignment to the vari ous 
stages of gingival eruption of the maxillary and mandi­
bular central and lateral incisors. 
Chronological Age, Arithmetic Computation Score, Con­
servation Totals 
The range of chronological age for all of the 
children tested was 77 to 100 months . The mean age was 
84. 10 months with a standard deviation of 5. 51 for the 66 
children. The boys had a mean chronological· age of 84. 90 
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months, and the girls mean age was 83. 30 . The tooth age 
minimal score w&s Q. _O,  which was equivalent to the con­
cept that none -0 f the investigated permanent teeth had 
erupted the gingiva, and the maximal value was 2 2 . 0  
in4ica� fng that all of the permanent teeth had erupted. 
The mean tooth age for the 66 children was 8 . 75 with a 
standard deviation of 5. 26. The boys had a mean tooth 
age of 9. 24 with a standard deviation of 5. 72, and the 
girls had a mean tooth age score of 8 . 27 with a standard · 
deviation of 4. 79. The boys ' tooth age and c�ronological 
age had greater mean ages than the girls . The boys ' mean 
chronological age was 1. 6 months greater than the girls, 
and the boys ' mean tooth age was . 97 more than the girls 
(see Table I ) . 
The total possible arithmetic score for the arith­
metic co�putation segment of the Wide Range Achievement 
Test was 6 3. The children tested had a minimal score of 
7 and a maximal score o.f 27 in arithmetic computation . 
The mean for both boys and girls was 2 1 . 28 with a standard 
deviation of 2 .96 . The boys had a mean score on the 
W. R . A. T . of 21. 0 with a standard deviation of 3 . 5 5, while 
the girls had a mean score of 21 . 57 with a standard devia­
tion of 2 . 2 5 (see Table I I ) . 
. The Piagetian task for the Conservation of Number 
(Wohlwill and Lowe , 196 2)  had a possible total of 5 points. 
TABLE I 
· MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATI ONS , AND RANGE OF SCORES FOR 
CHRONOLOGI CAL AGE AND TOOTH AGE FOR 
CHILDREN, BOYS , GI RLS 
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Source Mean S. D .  Range of Scores 
C. A. /Children 84 . 10 5 . 51 77-100 
C. A. /Boys 84 . 90 6 . 10 
C. A. /Girls 83 . 30 4 . 81 
T. A. /Children 8 . 75 5 . 2 6 
T. A. /Boys 9 . 24 5 . 72 
T. A. /Girls 8 . 27 4 . 79 
TABLE I I 
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATI ONS, AND RANGE OF SCORES FOR 
. ARITHMETI C COMPUTATI ON SCORES. FOR 






21 . 28 
21 . 00 
21 . 57 
S . •  D .  
2 . 96 
3 . 5 5  
2 . 2 5 
Range of Scores 
7- 27 
The ch i l dren had a range o f  s cores  from 0 ,  the numb er 
indi cating a non - conserve r clas s i fi cat i on , to 5 points , 
wh ich impl ied  the ch i l d  was a cons erver . The summat i on 
of  s cores for the boys was 5 0 . 0  and 6 1 . 0  for the g irl s . 
The mean s core for the group o f  6 6  ch il dren was 1 . 6 8 
with a st and ard devi at ion o f  1 . 5 1 .  The boys had a mean 
s core on the P iaget ian task o f  1 . 8 4 wi th a s tandard 
devi ation of 1 . 6 4 ,  wh i l e  the g i rls  had a me an of 1 . 5 ,  
wi th a s t andard deviat i on of  1 . 3 7 ( s ee Tab l e  I I I ) . 
Hypo the s is  1 
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Hypothes i s 1 s t ated that there was n o  s i gni ficant  
· re l at i onship betwe en tooth age as  as s e s s ed by  the gingival 
erup tion of the pe rmanent , maxi ll ary an� mandibul ar , 
lateral and cent ral inci s ors and ari thme t i c  computati on o f  
fi rs t grade ( a) chi l dren , ( b )  boys , ( c) g i rls . The ar i th ­
met i c  comput ati on s e gment o f  the Wide Range Ach ievement 
Te s t , Level I ,  was admini s tered  and a too th age s core was 
calcul ated . The two were c ompared us ing a b ivari at e cor ­
re l at ion coe ffic ient for  the populat ion o f  6 6  ch i ldren . 
The res ul t was a corre lation of  . 1 3 s i gni fi cant at . 2 7 
leve l  of  confi dence . A re gres s i on analys i s  was pe rforme d 
to e s tab l i sh the predict ion equat i on for the ari thme t ic 
comput at ion s core when tooth age was given . A support ive 
analys i s  o f  vari ance was calculated ( F  = 0 . 1 7 ,  p > 0 . 2 7 )  
l ending credence to the hypothe s i s  there was no  s i gni fi cant 
difference found ( s ee Tab l e  IV) . The analys i s  of s cores by 
TABLE I I I  
MEANS , STANDARD DEVIATI ONS , SUMMATIONS, AND RANGE OF 
SCORES FOR THE P'IAGETI AN TASK SCORE FOR CHILDREN, 
BOY$, GI RLS 
5 5  
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TABLE IV  
0-5 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELATI ON COEFF ICIENT , 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT FOR DEPENDENT VARI ABLE 
ARI THMETIC WtTH TOOTH AGE FOR 66 CHILDREN 
Source DF ss F Prob. F R2 R 
Regression 1 10 . 50 1. 19 0 . 2 7 0 . 018 . 13 
Error 64 561. 02 
Corrected total 65 571. 53 
YA .  h r1t met1c = 20 . 16 + . 07 x Tooth Age 
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the boys on the arithmetic computation compared with tooth 
age by a correlation coefficient was . 26 significant at 
. 13 level of confidence. A regression coefficient was 
computed for the prediction of arithmetic scores of boys 
when tooth age was given (F = 2. 35, p > 0. 13) proving 
there was no significant relationship found (see Table V). 
A correlation coefficient of - 0. 07 was calculated for the 
33 girls in the population with a significance level of 
0. 67. An analysis of variance and a regression analysis 
were calculated to identify the prediction equation for 
arithmetic for girls when tooth age was given (F = 0. 17, 
p > 0. 67) providing the indication there was no signifi­
cant relationship between tooth age and arithmetic compu­
tation score (see Table VI). The total amount of variance 
explained by tooth age as a predictor of arithmetic compu­
tation score for 6 6  children was 1. 8 percent, 7 percent 
for the boys, and 0. 5 percent for the girls. 
Hypothesis 2 
Hypothesis 2 stated there was no significant rela­
tionship between tooth age as · assessed by the gingival 
eruption of the permanent, maxillary and mandibular, 
lateral and central incisors and the score on a Piagetian 
task , the Conservation of Number , of first grade (a) chil­
dren, (b) boys, (c) girls. 
A Piagetian task for the Conservation of Number 
TABLE V 
ANALYS I S  OF  VARIANCE TABLE , CORRELAT I ON COEFFI C IENT , 
RE GRESS ION COE FF I C IENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIAB LE 
· ARITHMET I C  WITH TOOTH AGE FOR 3 3  BOYS 
Source DF ss F Prob ; F R2 R 
Regre s s ion 1 2 8 . 5 0 2 . 3 5 0 . 1 3 0 . 0 7  0 . 2 6 
E rror 3 1  3 7 5 . 4 9 
Corrected  tot al 3 2  4 0 4 . 0 0 
YArithme tic  = 1 9 . 4 7 + . 1 6 4  X Tooth Age 
TAB LE VI 
ANALYS I S  OF  VARIANCE TABLE , CORRELAT I ON COE FF I CI ENT , 
RE GRESS I ON COE
°
FF I C IENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ARITHMET I C  WI TH TOOTH AGE FOR 3 3  G IRLS 
Source DF ss F Prob . F R2 R 
5 7  
Regres s ion 1 0 . 9 3 0 . 1 7 0 . 6 7 0 . 0 0 5  - 0 . 0 7  
Error 31 1 6 1 . 1 2 
Corrected  total  32  1 6 2 . 0 6 
YArithmet ic  = 2 1 . 8 6 + - 0 . 0 3 x Too th Age 
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(Wohlwill and Lowe, 1962) was administered to 66 children. 
The correlation coefficient was calculated for the Pia ­
getian task with tooth age with a score of -0 . 02 signifi­
cant at . 84 level of confidence . An analysis of variance 
and a regression coefficient for the prediction equation 
for 66 children were computed (F = 0 .  04, p > 0. 84) , which 
supported the hypothesis that there was no significant 
relationship between the Piagetian task score and tooth 
age (see Table VI I) . The correlation coefficient for the 
boys on the Piagetian task compared with tooth age was 
0 . 05, significant at .76 level of confidence. An analysis 
of variance and a regress ion coefficient we�e calculated 
to establish a prediction equation (F = 0 . 09, p > 0 . 76) 
endorsing the hypothesis that there was no significant 
relationship between the Piagetian task ·and tooth age for 
the boys (see Table VI I I) .  A correlation coefficient was 
computed for the girls for their Piagetian task score 
compared with tooth age . The girls had a correlation of 
-0. 1�, significant at . 36 level of confidence. An analy­
sis of variance and a regression coefficient were derived 
to provide a predicting equation for the Piagetian task 
score when tooth age was given (F = 0 . 86, p > 0. 36) . 
This analysis followed the hypothesis that there was no 
significant relationship between the Piagetian task score 
and tooth age of girls (see Table I X) .  
TABLE VI I 
ANALYS I S  OF VARIANCE TABLE , CORRELATI ON COE FF I C I ENT , 
RE GRESS ION COEFF I C I ENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
. P IAGET IAN TASK WITH TOOTH AGE FOR 
6 6  CHI LDREN 
Source . DP ss F Prob. F R2 R 
Regression 1 0.09 0.04 0.84 0.0006 -0.02 
Error 64 148.22 
Corrected total 65 148.31 
y Piaget = 1.74 + -0.007 x Tooth Age 
TABLE VI I I  
ANALYS I S  OF VARIANCE TABLE , CORRELAT I ON COE FFI C IENT , 
REGRESS I ON COE FFI C I ENT. FOR DEPENDENT VARI ABLE 
P IAGET IAN TASK W ITH TOOTH AGE FOR 33 BOYS 
Source DF ss F Prob. F R2. R 
Regression 1 0.25 0.09 0.76 0. 002 0.0 53 
Error 31 8 5.99 
Corrected total 32 86.24 
Yp · 1aget = 1. 70 + 0.01 x Tooth Age 
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TABLE I X  
ANALYS I S  O F  VARIANCE TABLE , CORRELATION COE FFI C I ENT , 
REGRESS I ON COE FF I C IENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
PIAGETIAN TASK WI TH TOOTH AGE FOR 33 GI RLS 
Source DF ss F Prob . F R2 R 
Re gres s i on 1 1 .  6 2  0 . 8 6 0 . 36 0 . 0 2  - 0 . 1 6 
Error  3 1  5 8 . 6 1 
Corrected total 3 2  
YP .  1 age t = 1 . 9 0 + - 0 . 0 4 x Tooth Age 
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The tooth age score when corre l ated  with the P i a ­
ge� ian task s core account ed for . 0 6 pe rcent o f  the total  
variance for . the popul ation of  6 6  chi ldren . The var i ance 
accounted for by the scores of  the boys was . 2  percent 
and 2 pe rcent for the g irls . I t  was the refore conc luded 
the predictab i l i ty of  the P iaget ian task s core or  the 
ar ithme t ic computation s core , us ing tooth age as  the 
predi ctor , was not re l iab le . Thi s  was ver ified  with the 
boys , g irls , and their  comb ination . 
Ques t i on 1 
Ques ti on 1 asked whether  the re was a re lat i onship 
between c�ronolog ical age as me asured in  months and the 
s core on a P i age t i an task , the Cons ervat i on of Number , o f  
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first grade (a) children, (b) boys, (c) g i rl s. A cor­
relation coefficient was computed . compari ng scores on a 
Piagetian task (Wohlwill and Lowe, 1962) with chronologi­
cal age. The correlation for the grou.p of 66 boys and. 
giffs was -0 . 0 03 significant at . 97 level of confidence . 
I I 
An analysis of variance and a regression coefficient were 
calculated to establish a prediction equation _ (F = 0. 0 0 06, 
p > . 97) supporting the hypothesis that there was no 
significant relationship between Piagetian task scores and 
chronological age for the total group of 66 children (see 
Table X) . The correlation coefficient for the boys corn-
TABLE X 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELATION COEFF I CI ENT, 
REGRESSION COEFF ICIENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
PIAGETIAN TASK WITH CHRONOLOGICAL AGE 
FOR 66 CHILDREN 
Source DF ss F Prob. F R2 R 
Regression 1 0. 001 . 0006 O. Q7 0. 00001 -0. 003 
Error 64 148.31 
Corrected total 65 148.31 
YPiaget = 1.75 + -0. 0008 x Chronological Age 
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paring the scores on a Piagetian task and chronological 
age was 0 . 01 significant at . 93 level of �onfi�ence. An 
analysis of variance and a regression coefficient were 
computed to establish a prediction equation (F . = 0 . 006, 
p > 0. 93) confirming the hypothesis that there was no 
significant relationship between Piagetian task scores 
· and chronological age for boys (see Table XI) . The cor­
_ relation coefficient for the girls on the comparison of 
the Piagetian task score with chronological age was -0. 07 
significant at . 69 level of confidence .  An analysis of 
variance and a regression coefficient were calculated 
(F = 0 . 15, p > 0 . 69) endorsing the hypothesis that there 
was no significant relations�ip between the Piagetian task 
and chronological age for the girls (see Table XI I) . 
The Piagetian task score when correlated with the 
chronological age accounted for only . 0 01 percent of the 
variance of the group of 66 children, . 02 percent for the 
boys, and . 5 1 percent for the girls. This verified that 
chronological age was a poor predictor of score on the 
Piagetian task by Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) . 
Question 2 
Question 2 asked whether there was a relationship 
between chronological age as measured in months and arith­
metic computation of first grade (a) children, (b) boys, 
TABLE XI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELATI ON COEFFI CIENT, 
REGRESSI ON COEFF I CIENT FO,R DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
PIAGETIAN TASK WITH CHRONOLOGI CAL AGE 
FOR 33 BOYS 
Source DF ss F Prob. F R2 
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R 
Regression 1 0 . 01 0 . 0 06 . 0 .  93 0 . 0 0 02 0 . 01 
Error 31 86. 22 
Corrected total 32 86. 24 
Yp . 1aget = 1. 52 = 0 . 0 0 03 x Chronological Age 
TABLE XI I 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, 
REGRESSI ON COEFF I CIENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
PIAGETIAN TASK WITH CHRONOLOGI CAL AGE 
FOR 33 GI RLS 
Source DF ss F Prob. F R2 R 
Regression 1 0 . 30 0 . 15 0 . 69 0 . 0 05 - 0 . 07 
Error 31 59. 93 
Corrected total 32 60 . 24 
Yp . 1aget = 3. 21 + -0. 02 x Chronological Age 
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(c) girls. A correlation coefficient was calcula ted be­
tween scores on the arithmetic comput ation segment of the 
Wide Range Achievement Test, Level I and chronological 
age of children �s measured in months. T�e correlation 
for the combined group of boys and girls was 0 . 26,  
signi ficant at .02. An analysis of variance and a re ­
gression coefficient were computed for the 6 6  children 
.(F = 4.95, p 0.02) repudiating the hypothesis that 
there was no significant relationship between arithmetic 
computation and chronological age for the group of 6 6  
children (see Table XIII) . The correlation coefficient 
for arithmetic computation with chronological age for 
TABLE XIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELAT ION COEFFICI�NT , 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ARITHMETIC WITH CHRONOLOGICAL AGE FOR 
6 6  CHILDREN 
Source DF ss F Prob. p · R2 R 
Regression 1 41 . 09 4.95 0 . 02  . 0 7 .26 
Error 6 4  530. 43 
Corrected total 65 571. 53 
YArithmetic = 9.15 + 0.14 x Chronological Age 
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boys was . 42, significant at the . 0 1 level. An analysis 
of varian�e and a regression coefficient were calculated 
(F = 6. 73, p > 0. 0 1) contradicting the hypothesis that 
there was no significant relationship between arithmetic 
computation and chronological age for the boys (see Table 
XIV). The correlation coefficient for arithmetic compu­
tation with chronological age for the girls was . 02, 
significant at the . 90 level. An analysis of variance 
and a regression coefficient were computed (F = 0. 0 1, 
p > 0. 90) supporting the hypothesis that there was no 
significant relationship between arithmetic computation 
and chronological age for the girls (see Table XV). 
These data support the conclusion that arithmetic 
computation scores on the Wide Range Achievement, Level I 
was predicted by chronological age in the case of boys 
and the total group. This relationship masked the fact 
that the amount of variability accounted for in this 
analysis was a total of 7 percent for the total group of 
· 66 children, 17 percent for the boys, and . 04 percent for 
the girls. Moreover, the data suggested that chronologi­
cal age was a tenuous predictor of arithmetic computa­
tion despite the significance of the correlations for the 
total group of 66  children and the 33 boys. 
TABLE X IV  
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELAT ION COEFF I C IENT, 
REGRES6 ION COEFF I C IENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ARI THMETI C WI TH CHRONOLOG I CAL AGE 
FOR 33 BOYS 
Source DF ss F Prob. F R2 R 
Regression 1 72. 09 6. 73 0 . 01 0 . 17 .. 4 2 
Error 31 331. 90 
Corrected total 32 4 04. 00 
YA .  h rit metic = 0 . 10 + 0 . 24 x Chronological Age 
TABLE XV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELATI ON COEFFI C IENT, 
REGRESSI ON COEFFI C IENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ARI THMETI C W ITH CHRONOLOGI CAL AGE 
FOR 33 GI RLS 
Source DF ss  F Prob. F R2 R 
Regression 1 0. 07 0 . 01 0. 90 0. 0 0 04 . 02 
Error 31 161. 99 
Corrected total 32 162. 0 6  
YArithmetic = 20. 76 + 0 . 0 09 x Chronological Age 
6 6  
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Question 3 
Question 3 asked whether there was a relationship 
between the combination of chronological age and tooth 
erupti�n · and the score on a Piagetian task, the Conserva­
tion of Number, of first grade (a) children, (b) boys, 
(c) girls. A multiple c�rrelation was used to assess 
the relationship between the combined scores of chronologi­
cal age in months and tooth age with · the scores on a 
Piagetian task by Wohlwill and Lowe (1962). The multiple 
correlation for the group of 66 children was . 0 3 signifi­
cant at . 97 level of confidence. An analysis of variance 
and a regression coefficient were calculated (F = 0 . 04, 
p > 0. 84) for the entire group of children which verified 
an answer to the ,question that there was no significant 
relationship between the co.rnbination of chronological age 
plus tooth age when compared with the score on the 
Piagetian task (see Table XVI). The correlation coeffi­
cient for the boys was . 06 significant at . 93 lev�l - of 
confidence for the comparison of chronological age plus 
tooth age with the Piagetian task. An analysis of vari­
ance and a regression analysis were calcu�ated (F = • 07, 
p > 0. 93) providing the conclusion that there was no 
significant relationship between the combined scores of 
chronological age plus tooth age and the Piagetian task 
score for boys (see Table XVII). The correlation 
TABLE XVI 
ANALYS I S  OF VARI ANCE TABLE , CORRE LAT I ON COEFFI C IENT , 
RE GRESS ION COEFF I C IENT FOR DE PENDENT VARIABLE 
PIAGET IAN TASK WITH CHRONOLOGI CAL AGE PLUS 
TOOTH AGE FOR 66  CHI LDREN 
Source DF ss F Prob . F R2 R 
Re gre s s ion 2 0 . 1 3 0 . 0 2  0 . 0 8 0 . 9 7  . 0 3 
Error 6 3  1 4 8 . 1 8 




1age t  = 1 .  2 8  + ( 0 . 0 0 5  X C . A . )  + ( - 0 . 0 1 X T .  A . ) 
TABLE XVI I 
ANALYS I S  OF VARIANCE TABLE , CORRELATI ON COEFF I C IENT , 
RE GRESS I ON COEFFI C IENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
. P IAGET IAN TASK WITH CHRONOLOGI CAL AGE PLUS 
TOOTH AGE FOR 3 3  BOYS 
Source DF ss F Prob . F R2 
Regres s ion 2 0 . 4 0 0 . 0 7  0. 9 3  0 . 0 0 4  
Error 30  8 5 . 8 3 
Corrected total 3 2  8 6 . 2 4  
R 
. 0 6  
YP i aget  = 3 . 0 9 + ( - 0 . 0 1 X C .A . )  + ( 0 . 0 3 x T . A . ) 
6 8  
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coefficient for the girls for the comparison of chronologi­
cal age plus tooth age with the Piagetian task was 0 . 16 
significant at . 66 level of confidence . An analysis of 
variance and a regression coefficient were computed (F = 
0 . 41, · p > 0 . 66) that implied there was no ·significant . 
relationship between the combined scores of chronological 
age plus tooth age compared with the Piagetian task for 
girls (see Table XVI I I ) . 
The amount of variability explained in the Pia­
getian task scores by chronological age plus tooth age 
was . 4  percent for the boys and 2· .7  percent for the girls . 
Thus a large amount of the variability was left unac� 
counted for by the combined scores of chronological age 
· TABLE XVI I I 
ANALYSI S QF VARI ANCE TABLE, CORRELATI ON COEFF I CIENT , 
REGRESSION COEFFI CIENT FOR DEPENDENT VARI ABLE 
PIAGETIAN TASK WI TH CHRONOLOGI CAL AGE PLUS 
TOOTH AGE FOR 33 GI RLS 
Source DF ss  
Regression 2 1 . 62 
Error 30 58 . 61 
Corrected total 32 60 . 24 
Yp . 1aget = 1 . 97 (-0 . 0 00 � 
F 
0 . 41 
x C . A . )  
Prob . F R2 R 
0 . 66 0 . 02 0 . 16 
+ (-0 . 04 x T. A . )  
and tooth age when compared with the Piagetian t as k  
score. This implied their use as a predicto� of the 




Question 4 asked if there were a relationship 
between the combination of chronological age and tooth 
age and arithmetic computation for first grade (a) chil­
dren, (b) boys, (c) girls. A multiple correlation was 
used to assess the relationship bet�een the combined · 
scores of chronological age plus tooth age and the arith­
metic computation segmen� of the Wide Range Achievement 
Test, Level I. The calculated correlation coefficient 
for the entire group of 66  children was 0 . 27 significant 
at . 08 level of confidence. An analysis of variance and 
a regression coefficient were computed . (F = 2. 51, 
p > 0 .· 08) which implied there was no significant relation­
ship between the combined scores of chrpn·ological age 
plus tooth age when compared with scores of arithmetic 
computation for the 66 children (see Table XIX). A cor­
relation coefficient O. 43 significant a·t . .  04 level of 
confidence, was computed for the combined scores of 
chronological age plus tooth age when compared with arith­
metic computation for the boys. An analysi� of variance 
and a regression coefficient were calculated (F = 3. 45, 
TABLE XIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELATION COE FFICIENT, 
REGRESSION COE FFICIENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ARITHMETIC WITH CHRONOLOGICAL AGE PLUS 
TOOTH AGE FOR 66 CHILDREN 
Source DF ss F Prob . F R2 R 
Regression 2 42 . 23 2 . 51 0 . 08 0 . 073 0 . 27 
Error 63 529 . 29 
Corrected total 65 571 . 53 
YArithmetic = 7 . 79 + (0.16 X C . A . )  + ( - 0.03 x T.A.) 
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p > 0. 0 4 )  inferred there was a significant relationship 
between chronological age plus tooth age when compared 
with arithmetic computation for the boys (see Table XX) . 
A correlation coefficient of .075 , significant at 0.67 
· level o.f confidence was computed for the combined scores 
of chronological age plus tooth age when compared with 
arithmetic computation for the girls. An analysis of 
variance and a regression coefficient were per formed 
(F = 0. 13 ,  p > 0. 87) verifying there was no significant 
relationship between chronological age plus tooth -age 
when compared with arithmetic computation for the girls 
(see Table XXI) . The variance accounted for by the 
combination of chronological age plus tooth age when 
TABLE XX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE , CORRELATION COEFFI CIENT, 
REGRESSI ON COEFFICIENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ARI THMETIC WITH CHRONOLOG ICAL AGE PLUS 
TOOTH AGE FOR 33 BOYS 
Source DF ss F Prob . F R2 R 
Regression . 2 75. 55 3. 45 0 . 04 0 . 187 . . 43 
Error 30 328 . 44 
Corrected total 32 404 . 0 0 
YA .  h r1t rnet1c = -4 . •  56 + (0. 31 x C. A . ) + ( - 0 . 08 x T . A . )  
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, CORRELATION COEFF I CIENT , 
REGRESSION COEFF ICIENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ARITHMETI C WITH CHRONOLOGI CAL AGE PLUS 
TOOTH AGE FOR 33 GI RLS 
Source DF s s  F Prob. F R2  R 
Regression 2 1. 47 0 . 13 0 . 87 0 . 0 0 9  . 0 75 
Error 30 160. 58 
Corrected total 32 162 . 06 
YArithmetic = 19. 48 + (0. 02  X C . A . )  + (-0 . 04 x T. A. ) 
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used to predict arithmetic computation was 7 percent for 
the · entire group of 66 children, 18 percent for the boys, 
and . 9  percent for the girls. The . predictability of 
arithmetic computation scores from the combination of 
chronological age plus tooth age was neg�igible, despite 
the fact significance of . 04 was found for the boys' 
scores. Moreover, the unexplained variability reache� 
a maximum of 99 � 1  percent and a minimum of 72 percent, 
confir�ing that other factors are not accounted for in 
the combination of chronological age and tooth age as a 
predictor of arithmetic computation. 
II . SUMMARY 
This study sought to find whether there was a 
significant relationship between tooth age and arithmetic 
computation, and tooth age and a Piagetian task score for 
the Conservation of Number for Caucasian (a) children, 
· (b) boys, (c) girls in the Knoxville City Schools. The 
questions of the study sought to answer t�e questions 
(1) whether there was a significant relationship between 
chronological age and the score in arithmetic computation 
for first grade (a) children, (b) boys, (c) girls; 
(2) whether there was a significant relationship hetween 
chronological age and a Piagetian task score, the Con­
servation of Number, for first grade (a) children, 
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(b) boys, · (c) children ; (3) whe�her there was a signifi ­
cant relationship between the combination of chronological 
age and tooth age and the score on a Piagetian task, the 
Conservation of Number, of first gra�e (a) children, 
(b) boys, (c) girls; (4) whether there was a significant 
relationship between the combination of chronolog�cal age 
and tooth age and arithmetic computation of first grade 
(a) children, (b) boys, (c) girls. 
Data for the study were processed by the Computer 
Center of The University of Tennessee. Data were analyzed 
using bivariate and multiple correlational techniques with 
an analysis of variance and a regression coefficient to 
assess whether significant relationships at the 0. 05 level 
existed in each of two hypotheses and four questions. 
The findings showed that there was no significant 
relationship between arithmetic computation or Piagetian 
task scores and tooth eruption for (a) children, (b) boys, 
(c) girls. 
There was no significant relationship between 
chronological age and the score on a Piagetian task for 
(a) children, (h) boys, (c) girls. 
It  was found that there was a sjgnificant relation-
ship b�tween chronological age and arithmetic computation 
for the children and boys, but not for the girls. 
There was no significant relationship discovered 
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b e twe en the comb inat ion . of chrono logical age and tooth age 
and the s core on a Piaget ian task for ( a) ch i l dren , (h )  
boys , ( c ) g irls . 
There was no s i gni ficant re lat i onship found be ­
tween the comb inat ion o f  chronolog ical  a�� and tooth 
age and the s core on ari thmet ic computation for ch ildren 
and girls ; however ,  a s i gnificant re lati onship was found 
for the boys . 
The inspect ion of  the dat a showe d that in sp ite 
of  some s i gn i ficant re l ationships in the corre lation co ­
e ffic ients , the amount o f  vari ab i l i ty explained  by the 
us e of tooth age , chrono lo gical  age , or the comb inat i on 
of  the two to predi ct  e i the r arithmetic comput ation or 
the leve l  of P iage t i an cogni tive thought as as se s sed  by 
the Piage t ian task , the Cons ervat ion of  Numbe r , was 
ne gli gib le .  More over , the s cores we re more prone to 
chance occurrence and an unre l i ab le predictor . 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY , FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS , IMPL ICAT I ONS 
AND RECOMMENDAT IONS 
Presented in this chapter are a summary of the 
study, report of the findings and conclusions and ·the 
implications and recommendations for research of a 
similar nature. 
I. SUMMARY 
The problem of the study was to establish whether 
learning readiness for beginning arithmetic computation 
and the Conservation of Number could be predicted by the 
eruption of the permanent , maxillary and mandibular � 
central and lateral incisors of first grade, middle­
class Caucasian children in the Knoxville City Schools. 
It was also the purpose to compare whether chronological 
age or tooth age was a better predictor of arithmetic 
computation· and Conservation of Number , or whether the 
combination of _ chronological age plus tooth age would 
provide a more reliable indicator. Sixty-six first grade 
students were chosen randomly with 33 boys and 33 girls 
comprising the sampling population. The chronological 
age of ·each child was computed in months, and ea�h child 
performed on an arithmeti� computation t�st, and a 
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Piagetian task, the Conservation of Number . Every ch ild 
had his teeth photographed to check for the ging ival 
eruption of the permanent incisors . 
The Wide Range Achievement Test, Level I and a 
Piagetian task by Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) were used . to · 
measure arithmetic computation and the level of cognitive 
growth . A Kodak Startech Dental Photography Kit with a 
one -to-one lens was employed to present evidence of the 
dentition of the permanent maxillary and mandibular, 
central and lateral incisors . A panel of two anthropolo­
gists from The University of Tennessee Department of 
Anthropology analyzed the photographs to assess gingival 
eruption of the permanent incisors . This information 
was recorded in the Initial Chart for Permanent Teeth. 
Point values were assigned for. each level of growth of 
the permanent incisors, and this information was record�d 
in the Tooth Eruption Chart. 
The Wide Range Achievement Test had a reliability 
for six- and seven-year-old children of . 9 59 and . 9 62, 
respectively. The validity of the W. R . A. T. was computed 
by comparing it with the Wechsler Intelligence Test. The 
Piagetian task (Wohlwill and Lowe, 1962) was administered 
according to the procedures followed in the original 
research. 
The following hypotheses were tested : 
H1--There is no significant relationship between 
tooth age as as ses sed by gingival eruption of the 
. . 
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permanent, maxillary and mandibular ·, lateral and central 
incisors· and arithmetic computation . of first grade (a) 
children, (b) boys, (c) girls . 
H2--There is no significant relationship between 
tooth age as as ses sed by g�ngival eruption of the 
permanent, maxillary and mandibular, lat�ral and centr�l 
incisors and the score on a Piagetian tas k, the Conserva-
. . 
tion of Number, of firs t grade (a) children, (b) boys, 
(c) girls . 
The following questions were formulated to augment 
the original hypothes es . : 
Question one : I s  there a relationship between 
chronological age as measured in months and the score on 
a Piagetian task, the Conservation of Number, of first 
grade (a) children, (b) boys, (c) girls ? 
Question two : I s  there a relationship between 
chronologic al age as measured in months and arithmetic 
computation of first grade (a) children, (b) boys, 
(c) girls ? 
Ques tion three : I s  there a relationship between 
the combination of chronological age and tooth eruption 
and the score on a Piagetian tas k, the Conservation of 
Number, of first grade (a) children, (b) boys , (c) 
girls ? 
Que s t ion four : I s  there a re lat ionship between 
the comb inat ion of  chronological age and tooth erupt ion 
and ar ithme t ic computat i�n of  fi rs t giade ( a) chi ldren , 
(b)  b oys , (c )  g irls ? 
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Two hypothese s and four corresponding ques t ions 
we re tested  us ing corre l at i on coe ffi c ient s . Twe lve 
b ivariate and mul tiple  co rrel ati ons with an analys i s  o f  
variance and a regres s ion coeffic i ent we re calculat ed  to 
accomplish  the s tat i s t ical  analys is . E ach hypothes i s  
compared the ins t ruments with · t ooth age and chrono logi cal 
age for ( a) chi ldren , (b)  boys , ( c) g i rl s . 
The Computer  Center  o f  The Univers ity o f  T ennes s ee 
was us ed to compute the dat a .  The . O S leve l of  s i gn ifi - . 
cance was us e d  in al l ins t ances to  analy z e  the data . 
I I . F INDI NGS AND CONCLUS I ONS 
The firs t purpos e of the s tudy was to examine 
whether the s core on the tooth erup t i on tes t e s tab l i sh -
ing the growth o f  the pe rmanent , maxi l l ary and mandibular , 
central  and l ateral inc i s ors would  be  a predictor of  the 
ach ievement o f  a ch i l d  on an ar i thme t ic comput ation tes t . 
The te s t  resul ts  imp l ie d  there was no s i gnificant re l a ­
t i onship between the two ent i t ie s . Thus i n  al l ins tances - ­
C a) chi l dren , (b) boys , ( c) gi rl s - - the hypothes i s was 
not rej ected . 
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The second purpose o f  the study was to  determ i ne 
whether the score on · the iooth eruption tes�, which 
expressed the level of denti�ion for the permanent 
incisors, was related to the level of cognitive develop­
ment on a Piagetian task for the Conservation of Number 
for (a) children, (b) boys, (c) girls. Data revealed 
there was no significant relationship between the score 
of tooth age and the Piagetian task for all groups. 
Four questions were asked to augment the hypotheses. 
Question one asked whether chronological age was a pre­
dictor of the level of cognitive growth on Piaget's Con­
servation of Number task for (a) children, (b) boys, 
(c) girls. · It  was found that chronological age was not 
a reliable predictor of growth on the Piagetian task for 
all of the groups studied . . 
Question two posed the question of whether chron­
ological age was related to scores of (a) children, 
(b) boys, (c) girls on an arithmetic computation test. 
The scores for the children and the boys suggested there 
was a relationship between chronological age and arith­
metic computation scores; however, there was no relia­
bility in predicting arithmetic computation �or either 
group. The analysis of arithmetic computation scores 
with chronological age for girls showed there was no 
relationship and predictability for using chronological 
age. 
Ques t �on thre e asked i f  chronological age plus 
t ooth age was a predictor  o f  the level of co gn i t ive 
deve lopment on P i aget ' s  Cons ervati on o f  Numb er . t ask fo r 
( a) ch i ldren , (b)  b oys , (c ) g i� l s . None o f  the groups  
we re found t o  show any s i gni fic ant re lationship  or 
re l iab i l i ty o f  pre dic t i on when chronologi cal  age · plus 
tooth age were compared with the P i aget ian task  s core . 
Que s t i on four was conc erned wi th pre dic tab i l i ty 
o f  arithme t ic computat ion s core s from the comb ined  
s cores o f  chrono logical  age  p lus tooth age  o f  ( a) 
ch i ldren , (b)  boys , ( c) g i rl s . Data for the chi ldren 
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and the g irls  did  not support the cont ent ion that 
chrono logical age p lus t ooth age was a re l i ab l e  predicto� 
o f  ari thme t i c  comput at ion . The b oys showed a s i gni fic ant 
re l ati onsh ip between chronological ag� plus tooth age 
and arithme tic  computat ion , but there was a l ack o f  
explained vari ab i l i ty wh ich support ed the inferenc e 
th at rel i ab i l i ty in the predict i on o f  ari thmet ic  computa ­
t ion s cores was not s uf fici ent . 
The fo l lowin� findings and conclus ions s e em to  b e  
j us t i fied  for thos e groups  te s t ed : 
1 .  The us e of  tooth age , us ing the pe rmanent 
inci sors  as indi cators · o f ari thmet ic  comput ation s cores  
or  ari thme t ic readines s doe s not s eem to  b e  of  value fo r 
ch ildren , boys , or . g i rl s . 
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2. The three groups of subjects (children, boys , 
girls) showed there was little use in predicting cognitive 
development on the Conservation of Number task via the 
tooth age score, computed with the dentition levels of 
the pe_rmanent incisors. 
3. The use of chronological age as an instrument 
of readiness for children to perform in arithmetic 
computation was unfounded. Though significant relation­
ships were discovered for the entire group of children 
and the boys, there was not a sufficient amount of varia­
bility explained to warrant the use of chronological age 
as an accurate predictor of arithmetic co�putation readi­
ness. 
4.  Chronological ·age was not a reasonable pre­
dictor of the level of cognitive growth according to the 
Conservation of Number task. Consequently, the idea of 
being able to identify oneness is not synonymous with the 
chronological age of the child . 
5 .  Chronological age plus tooth age was not a 
reliable predictor of the level of cognitive growth of a 
child as assessed by the Conservation of Number - task; 
therefore, an "organismic age" based on chronological age 
and tooth age was not an accurate indicator of readiness 
for the types of activities associated with the Concrete 
Operations Stage. 
6 .  The us e of chronological age p lus tooth age 
to predict  s cores on arithmetic  computat i on tes ts  was 
not an accurate enough indicator to provide an as s e s s ­
ment of  a ch i l d ' s  readines s  for ·ari thme tic  comput at ion . 
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7 .  The us e o f  ch rono logical age , tooth age , or  
both ( as a predictor o f  re adines s  of chi ldren for e i the r 
ari thmetic  comput ation or Cons ervati o� o f  Numb e r) s eems 
unfounded .  Al though corre lat ion coe ffic ient s for th e 
b oys and the entire  group o f  chi l dren showed a sporadic  
s i gnificance , it  was  shown that in every ins tance , predic ­
t i on of  re adines s was of  l i tt le  value when u� ing thes e 
factors . 
I I I . IMPLI CAT I ONS AND RECOMMENDAT I ONS FOR THE · STUDY 
The findings o f  this  s tudy have sug gested that 
the concept of "organismic  age" in th is  s tudy , the us e o f  
e i ther tooth age , chronological age o r  both as a measure 
of  readine s s , was no� a promis ing  predictor . Yet  the 
concept of the int e grati on of phys i cal deve lopment and 
readine s s  for cogn i t ive s k i l l s , such as ar ithme t i c , 
remains a vi ab le theory . S ince ch i ldren ent er s chool 
today at the age of  s ix and s ome time s earl ie r , th�y are 
be ing expos e d  to  ari thme t ic curriculum in  a . formal 
manne r from the outset  of the i r  f irs t school experience . 
Inhe rent in thi s  early int roducti on of  fo rmal ab s tract ions 
8 4· 
in arithmetic to children should be a firm understanding 
of readiness which may include various physical and 
mental attributes. Because of the intricacy of the 
human organism, the juxtaposition of any number of 
factors may provide the formula for readiness for 
arithmetic . 
Through its delimitations, this study has ap­
proached only a small population segment and, therefore, 
implies that further testing on a large scale . qe under­
taken. Despite the non -sigrtificance of the findings, a 
population of greater m'agni tude may provide further 
insights into the idea that the eruption of the permanent · 
teeth may be an indicator of readiness . This, coupled 
with the concept that teachers need to be able to dis- · 
tinguish various levels of a child's readiness for formal . .  
arithmetic in order to maximize the understanding and 
amount a child could achieve, provides an · impetus for some 
measure th�t is both easily administered and especially 
reliab le. 
Since understanding is dependent on whether the 
child is capable of grasping particular concepts in arith­
metic, there is importance in providing an environment 
. .  conducive to the free acquisition of logico-mathematical 
concepts while providing for the individual differences 
and readiness levels each child brings from his experiences 
into the classroom. 
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The fo l l owing recommendat ions are outcomes from 
the spec i fi c  f�ndings o f  th i s  s tudy . Th ey include : 
1 .  The concept of  as s es s in g  readine s s for m�the ­
mat ic s  and for th� types  o f  ski l l s  requi red  in a P i a ­
ge t i an t as k , wh i le not b e in g  predicted  b y  tooth e ruption 
of  the permanent inc i sors , mus t not b e  ent ire ly di s re ­
garde d .  Furthe r s tudy on the con c ept o f  "organ i smi c age"  
as i t  re l at e s  to dent i t ion and cognit ive growth s e ems 
warranted . 
2 .  The inc lus i on o f  kindergarten through s ixth 
grade s in a s tudy shou l d  increas e the pre dictab i l i ty o f  
b oth arithme t i c  computat i on s cores  and P iage t i an task  
s cores  by the  -us e of  tooth age of  the pe rmanent inc i s ors . 
Furthe r inspection o f  the pe rmanent den t i t i onal 
proce s s in  res earch us ing a popul ation wi th a greater  
s cope s e ems j us t� f ie d .  
3 . S ince  this  s tudy dealt  ent ire ly on Caucas i an ,  
mi ddl e - cl a s s  chi ldren in the Knoxvi l l e , T ennes s ee are a , 
re s e arch as to  whe the r Negro and othe r cul tures have 
s imi lar  outcome s is nece s s ary .  I t  is al s o  s ugge s t ed that 
oth e r ethni c ,  rac i al , and cul tural groups b e  repre s ent ed  
in an inspect i on of  the  s ame nature as thi s  s tudy . 
4 .  Measurement o f  s tudents ente ring the fi r s t  
grade i n  the firs t quarte r o r  thre e months of  th e year 
should  be me asured to  s e e i f  tooth e rupt ion may b e  a 
predictor of either arithmetic computation scores or 
Piagetian task scores. 
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5. The use of six year molars· combined with the 
permanent incisors may be another means of predicting 
arithmetic computation scores and Piagetian task scores. 
This would merit further research effort. 
6. The use of tooth eruption or the dentition of . 
the permanent inc�sors to predict arithmetic computation 
scores and the Piagetian task needs to be inspected 
·further with a number of other variables to account for 
the unexplained variance. 
7. A longitudinal study to establish the time of 
Conservation of Number and the dentition of the permanent 
incisors for a large population would seem appropriate . 
8. The use of either chronological age or tooth 
age as a predictor for arithmetic readiness of first 
g�ade children, bearing in mind the delimitations of the 
study, is not in itself a means of successful assessment. 
I t  is implied that merely because a child enters school on 
a compulsory basis at six years, it does not necessarily 
connote that the child is ready for the rigors of a formal 
arithmetic program. It  is in this area that more re­
search needs to be focused . Moreover, a means of estab­
lishing readiness for each child in the arithmetic curricu­
lum is tantamount for optimal achievement and individual 
growth. 
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CONSERVATION OF NUMBER TEST 
(Wohlwill and Lowe, 1�62, cited in Fog�lman, 197-0 )  (pp. 
4 8 - 4 9 )  
MATERIALS : Two groups o f  seven poker chips, one· red 
group and one blue group. 
DIRECTIONS : Th� foliowing test is to be gi�en to first 
grade students on an individual basis . There is 
no time limit, and strict adherence to · the proce­
dures and questions to be asked are an absolute 
necessity. If the child is unsure, repeat the · 
exercise . If the child responds that the groups 
are not equal, further exercises are to be 
omitted. It is also necessary wh�n the . child re ­
sponds in any manner, that a positive statement be 
made. An example would be, "That . was sure smart 
of you ! "  Other such statements ,· should be encour­
aged so children are not frustrated in this exer­
cise, and responses are each child � s, and no one 
else ' s. 
PROCEDURES : 
Activity 1 :  Place the poker chips on the table 
and let the child play with them for a minute or 
so. Tell each child to make a tower, or other 
9 8  
















such items. (This is a brief rapport time so 
other portions of the test' will be easier for 
the child. ) 
Activity 2: Place the red chips in front of the 
child and the blue chips by the experimenter. 
Ask the child to count each group , the red and 
the blue group of chips . 
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Say: "I am going to give you some red chips, and · 
I am going to take the blue chips. How many red 
chips do you have? How many blue chips do I have? 
(Wait for a response from the child. Encourage 
them to count the groups if they seem puzzled. ) 
Activity 3: · Take the red row of chips and sp�ead 
them out from both ends so the· red row appears 
twice as big · as the other row of chips . 
§.!I.: "Who has more chips , yo·u or -I?" (Wait for 
a response ! )  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E ' s  
0 0 0 .  0 0 0 0 S ' s  
Activity 4: Take the red row and ·divide it into 
two rows of four chips and three chips. Place 
these across from the blue set of chips. 
Say: "Who has more chips , you or I?" 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E ' s  
0 0 0 0 
o o o S ' s  
Activity 5: Place the red chips in a verticle 
row in front of the blue row of chips . 
Say : "Who has more chips, you or I ?" 
S ' s  






Activity 6 :  Place the red chip� into the ho�low, 
opaque cylinder. Be sure that the chips cannot 
be viewed ! 
�: "Who has more chips, you or I?" 
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CONSERVAT ION OF NUMBE R SHEET 
Directions for Scoring : 
1. I f  the child  states that the two groups of chips are 
equal , place a 1 in the cor!esponding box under the 
appropriate activity. 
2 .  I f  the chil d  should  state that the groups are nrit 
equal, one group has more than the other, place a O in the 
corresponding box under the appropr'iate actfvi ty . . Since 
. . 
al l other activities wil l  end when the child has answered 
that one group has more than the other , place an X in al l 
activities after this incorrect response. 
Student # A .  I A .  I I A. III  A .  IV A .  V A .  VI 
10 2 
IN ITIAL CHART FOR PERMANENT TEETH 
DI RECTI ONS : Place an "X" in th.e appropriate column of 
each tooth w�ere the permanent tooth has erupted. I f  the 
permanent tooth has reached the occlusal plane, place an . 
"0" next . to the "X" already in the box. Therefore, if a 
child has had gingival eruption without the tooth reaching 
the occlusal plane, the appropri�te symb�l would be an· "X'.'. 
If  the permanent tooth has erupted and has reached the 
occlusal plane, the symbols used are- "XO". 
Maxilla Mandible 
Left Riglit Left Right 
NAME . Student # · ·tat � · tent .· tent � · tit � · tat � · ·ceiit�  · terit � · ·tat. 
10 3 
TOOTH ERUPT I ON CHART 
Di rect ions : Each phas e o f  tooth deve lopment has a value 
at tache d to  i t . The fo l l owing numerical  quant it ies  
are us ed for the permanent , maxi l l ary and mandibul ar , 
central and l ateral inc i sors : 
O - The primary tooth i s  in the mouth o f  the subj ect . 
1 - Space ex i s t s  whe re the primary tooth was once 
po s it i oned . 
2 - The pe rmanent  tooth has e rupted the gingiva . 
3 - The pe rmanent tooth has reached the occ lus al 
p lane . 
Maxilla 
Left . �i!i:t 





Lat . Cent . Cen  Lat 
G .  
TOTAL 
TABLE XXI I 
COMP I LE D  SCORES FOR · 6 6  CH I LDREN ON ARITHMETI C  
COMPUTATI ON AND P IAGET IAN TASK 
1 0 4  
S tudent Numb er  Arithme t i c  Computation P iaget i an Task 
Gl 0 2  
G 1 0 3 
G10 4 
. G l O S 
G l 0 6  
G 1 0 7 
G10 8 
G l 0 9  
G l l O  
Gl l l  
Gl l 2  
Gl l 3  
Gl l S  
G l l 6  
Gl 1 7  
G1 1 8  
G l l9 
Gl 2 0  
G1 2 1  
G 1 2 3  
G1 2 4  
G1 2 5  
Gl 2 6 ·  
Gl 2 7  
G1 2 8  
G l 2 9  
Gl 3 0  
G1 3 1  
G1 3 2  
G1 3 3  
G l 34 
Gl 3 5  
Gl 3 6  
B 0 2 
B 0 6  
B0 7 
B0 9 
2 3  
2 3  
2 2  
2 1  
2 3  
1 5  
2 6  
2 4  
2 1  
2 3  
2 1  
1 7  
2 2  
1 8  
2 1  
2 3  
2 1  
2 3  
2 3  
2 4  
2 2  
19  
2 2  
2 3  
2 2  
2 1  
1 7  
2 3  
2 0  
2 2  
2 2  
2 3  
2 2  
2 1  
2 3  
2 3  






































TABLE XXII (continued) 
Student Number Ar ithmetic Computation Piagetian Task 
BIO 20 0 
Bll 21 0 
B13 21 0 
B14 21 4 
B16 23 1 
B18 23 1 
Bl9 24 1 
B22 22 4 
B25 20 0 
B27 24 4 ·  
B28 7 0 
B29 22 1 
B30 22 4 
B31 24 5 
B32 19 1 
B34 19 1 · 
B36 20 1 
B37 18 1 
B40 19 4 
B41 16 1 
B42 18 1 
B43 21 1 
B44 23 4 
B4 5 26 1 
B46 26 5 
B48 27 1 
B49 22 2 
Note: G = g i rls and B = boys. 
1 0 6  
TABLE XXI I I  
TOOTH ERUPTI ON CHART * FOR 3 3  GI RLS 
Maxilla Mandible 
Ceft 
Student # . tat . tent • .  Rig1it 
left 
Cent . :at • .  tat . Cent • .  .Cen�
gh
iat • .  Total 
Gl02  0 0 0 0 0 · 2 2 0 4 
Gl03 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
G104 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 5 .  
GlOS 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 14 
Gl06 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
G10 7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 16 
Gl08 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 1 12 
Gl09 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
GllO · o  0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
Glll 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
G112  0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 8 
Gl13 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 
GllS  0 1 2 0 0 2 2 1 8 
G116 0 0 · o  0 0 1 1 0 2 
G117 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 2 11 
G118 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 1 11 
Gl19 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 6 
G120 1 2 2 1 0 2 2 0 10 
Gl21 0 Q .  0 0 0 1 0 0 ' 1 
G123 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 6 
G124 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 14 
G125 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 s 
G126 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 10 
G127 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 5 
G128 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 10 
G129 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 13 
Gl30 1 2 2 · O  1 2 2 1 11 
G131 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
Gl32 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 8 
G133 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 12 
G134 1 ' 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 13 
G135 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 22 
G136 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 1 11 
TABLE XXIII (continued) 
*Directions : Each phase of tooth development 
has a value attached to it. The following numerical 
quantities are used for the permanent , maxillary and 
mandibular , . central and lateral incisors : 0 - The 
primary tooth is  in the mouth of the subj ect ; 1 
Space exists where the primary tooth was once posi­
tioned ; 2 - The permanent tooth has erupted the 
gingiva ; 3 . - The permanent tooth has reached the 
occlusal plane. 
1 0  7 
1 0 8 
TABLE XXIV 
TOOTH ERUPT ION CHART * FOR 33 BOYS 
Maxilla Mandible 
tett Ris!!t tert 16:s!!t 
· Student # I:at . �nt . tent . :at . .Cat . �ent . .tent . [at . Total 
B0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
B06 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
B07 0 2 2 1 1 2 2 0 10 
B09 0 3 3 0 2 3 3 2 16 
BlO 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 5 
Bll 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 8 
Bl3 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 8 
B14 1 2 .  2 1 0 2 2 1 11 
B16 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 5 
Bl8 0 0 0 0 0 O ·  2 0 2 
Bl9 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 ·  0 9 
B22 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 5 
B25 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 1 10 
B27 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 1 9 
B28 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 8 
B29 1 3 3 1 ·  · 3  3 3 2 19 
B30 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 8 
B31 0 · 1  1 0 O ·  2 2 0 6 
B32 0 2 2 0. · o  2 2 1 9 
B33 0 b 0 0 0 o .  0 0 0 
B34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B35 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 2 10 
B36 2 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 2 16 
B37 1 1 2 0 0 2 2 1 
B40 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 9 
B41 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 6 
B4 2 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 9 
B43 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
B44 o ·  1 1 0 0 2 2 1 7 
B4 5 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 22  
B46 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 16 
B48 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 19 
B49 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 22  
TABLE XXIV (continued) 
*Directions : Each phase of tooth development 
has a value . attached to it . The following numerical 
quantities are used for the permanent , maxillary and 
mandibular , central and lateral incisors : 0 - The 
primary tooth is in the mouth of the subj ect ; 1 -
Space exists where the primary tooth �as on�e posi­
tioned ; 2 - The permanent. tooth has erupted the 
gingiva ; 3 - The permanent tooth has reached the 
occlusal plane. 
1 0 9  
APPENDIX B 
LETTERS 
From : Frances L .  Ilg , M . D . , Director Emeritus , Gesell 
Inst1 tute o·f ·Chi-Id Development,  3lU ·Pros·�ect Street, New Haven , Connecticut 06Si1 , 2/ 1/16 , 
I have been retired for the past four years; how­
ever , I have been pursuing further studies along the 
previous lines . In any study I always include dentition. 
I find this inclusion both helpful and confusing. I 
thought there might be a .  simple correlation from our 
initial study at Weston , Connecticut , as reported in 
School Readiness; however , I have come to believe that 
much more de£1n1tive research needs to be done . I have 
tried to interest the dentists , but ·they are primarily . 
interested in decay and alignment . 
The variability of the patterns also need .to be 
explored. Do the 6-year molars erupt first or the 
central incisors? When you have .all 8 upper and lower 
incisors fully erupted at age eight or nine before any 
sight of a 6- year molar, I anticipate an unstable mech­
anism. Or , another extreme might be the eruption of the 
12-year molars at age 1 1  with only 2 bicuspids beyond the 
8 incisors . I feel it ' s  going to taki some time for 
this child to integrate . 
I mention these extremes to emphasize the com­
plexity of the problem , but I still feel the usefulness 
of the tooth age especially in the early school years of 
5-8 years , and even more so when a child has a young 
birthdate for the grade he is eligible for . My cut-off 
date has now been put back to June 1st which means a 
kindergarten applicant would have to be 5 years 3 months 
at least and a first grader 6 years 3 months. 
As for a more specific relationship to mathematical 
concepts , this is hard to say; but whenever I go into a 
second grade classroom when interest in math is so high 
for both boys and girls and when that seven-year- old 
Rubicon is crossed (Piaget ' s  Conservation of Continuous 
Quantities) , I always take a glance at their teeth . If I 
see two well erupted upper central incisors with holes on 
1 1 0  
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e i the r s ide from the los s o f  the upper lateral inc i so rs , 
then I know the ch ild  i s  n i c e ly into s even ye ars as fa r 
as tooth age is concerned . When I s e e  no movement of  th e 
.uppe r incis ors , th en I am conce rne d and want to  examine 
the ch i ld to  s ee if he is real ly a 6 yeai old and belongs 
in the fi rs t grade . 
I wish  I coul d b e  mo re he lpful . Now i t  i s  for 
you · to  do the ne eded rese arch . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ag ain , ·  I apo logi z e  for not b e ing  al  together  
s c i ent ific , but often i t  i s  tha t sub j ect ive or  intuit ive 
thrus t that le ads us · to the right que s ti on .  
Al l I can s ay i s  good luck , and do let  me know how 
your s tudy come s out . 
F rom : 
Mr . "  Barten has asked  me to  answer your interes t ing 
reque s t  for in formation on the relationsh ip betwe en readi ­
nes s for . cogni t ive ski l l s  and dentit ion • . 
Whi l e  our teachers  of  youn ger chi ldren t ry to  be  
aware o f  the  los s  of  "milk  teeth , "  ob s ervat ions have not  
peen con s i s tent  or  acute enough t o  b e  us ed  in a predic ­
t ive manner .  I n  s o  many cas e s  othe r factors are .  pres ent 
which con fus e the i s s ue . 
Mr . B arten re lated to me one cas e h i s tory , however , 
wh ich does s e em to  po int to a c lear connection . A s tu­
dent , B i l ly O . , ent ered h i s  c las s  at age e l even , unab le  to  
.read or  spell . The b oy s e emed no rmal in al l othe r respec ts  
and was  a nat ional mode l a irp l ane ch amp ion . He had  los t 
none  o f  h i s  "mi lk teeth" ! The s choo l  do.ctor , who was in 
sympathy with Rudo l f  Ste iner ' s  views , induced a gr adual 
los s of the "mi lk teeth" through medical me ans . As t�e 
s econd teeth replaced the baby te eth ove r one and a hal f 
ye ars , B i l ly O .  b e gan for the fi rst  t ime to  read . Th e b oy 
and h i s  family moved qut o f  s t ate after  three years in the 
·s choo l , but Mr . Barten was not i fied of B i l ly ' s  graduation 
from h igh s chool  - on s chedul e .  (Apparently th e father 
and the grand fathe r of B i l ly h ad had s imi l ar experi ences  
with both teeth ing and readin g occurring at an �nusual ly 
l ate age . ) . 
1 1 2  
Recently we have also had a case o f  a child who has 
asked to repeat the first grade, a rare phenomenon in our 
school, because he was not ready to learn. He had lost 
no "milk teeth. " 
Our faculty is presently away for the summer and 
could perhaps provide a few more examples when they· return. 
Your undertaking makes us conscious that we should try to 
document our observations more carefully. We hope and 
trust that you will be asking other Waldorf schools for 
their examples also. 
We would be interested in the results of your study 
. and will be happy to cooperate should you wish to direct 
our attention to the question in a more specific manner. 
From : 
ew 
Your letter of July 30th addressed to Henry Barnes 
has been referred to me as Mr. Barnes is at present· on a 
leave of absence and out of town. 
The losing of the baby teeth is an indication of a 
state of growth the young child has reached. The loss of 
teeth usually begins about the seventh year of life, . that 
is between six and seven. · 
While we have not kept any "hard date" on the mat­
ter, it has been our observation that children who have not 
lost a tooth, still are very much in the imitat �ve stage 
of their development and their thinking has a dreaming 
quality. These children may be very capable in artistic 
endeavor and their pictures can be full of beautiful 
colors, although they will be lacking in form. They will 
listen intently to stories, but the next day they will be 
un able to remember details on their own. When the story 
is retold by another, they will remember it then. They 
can copy faithfully from the blackboard, but are under a 
strain and become uneasy if asked to work on their own. 
They follow along happily when the class is readi�g as a 
group but are not yet ready to read on their own. 
If  a child is placed in first grade because he is 
the right age but he has not yet lost a baby tooth, he 
must be handled very carefully, lovingly and tactfully so 
that he does not think he is unable to do the work. He 
could become so unhappy and discouraged if academic 
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pressure is put upon him that his attitude toward school 
and learning could be adversely affected for the rest of 
his school career. The retardation in the loss of teeth 
has nothing to do with his potential intelligence which 
will flower when the child is ready. 
We have changed our age requirements for first 
grad� j ust to avoid putting academic pressure on children 
too soon. We ask that children be six by October 1. 
October birthdays must be especial�y considered. If 
change of teeth has begun, the child may then be allowed 
to enter first grade. You might be interested to know 
that the Gesell clinic has from observation come to the 
same conclusions. Dr. Louise Ames visited our school a · 
few years ago and informed us thit they take the shedding 
of teeth as a very important indication of the child's 
readiness for first grade. She also told us that the 
Gesell and Ilg clinic had found that the maj ority of 
children comprising remedial reading classes were boys 
whose birthdays were · in the last three months of the year. 
This was in schools whose admission rules were six before 
Christmas. In other words they began formal education 
before they �ere ready for it . 
. I hope this has been some help �o you . The Educa-
tion of the Child by Rudolf Steiner as well as other 
educational books of his dealing with the development of 
the child would be of help but Steiner is not to be read 
. quickly or casually. 
From : to the 
oen1xville 
Your letter of August 11th addressed to the Head­
master of Kimberton Farms School was handed to me today 
for answer. I do not have any "hard data" on the tip of 
my tongue, but will ask one individual who may have some­
thing which I will transmit to you. 
At the present I can only say that Kimberton Farms 
School does not accept children into first grade if the 
change in teeth has not started. There are excepti�ns, 
but I do not know of any in the last few years. 
From : Dr . Vi rginia  C .  Seas e ,  Director , The Waldorf 
Ins t i tute o f  Southern Cal i fornia  1 7 10 0 
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Thank y·ou for your recent le tter . I t  i s  mos t  
interes t ing th at you and Dr . Burns are conduct�ng re s earch 
to det ermine whe ther there is a re lat ions hip b etween co g ­
n i t ive readine s s  and dentit ion .  The Wal dor f Schoo l s  have 
worked with thi s  concept s ince Rudol f  S t e ine r fi rs t 
b rought _ i t  forward over S O  ye ars ago . 
Whereas the re are a numb er  of  factors wh i ch we t ake 
into account in determining a ch il d � s re adines s for Fi rs t 
Grade , wh ich in the Waldor f Sc�ools  marks th e b e ginning of  
organ i z ed cognit ive le arning , the change of  teeth i s - an 
important one . The phys i cal age is  al s o  important . I n  
mos t  Waldorf Schools  the ch i l d  mus t b e  s ix ye ars o ld  
b e fore ente ring F irs t  Grade , even though many ch i ldren 
l os e  the i r  fi rs t  tooth a year or more prior  to thi s  t ime . 
. As you have p rob ab ly read in Rudo l f  Ste ine r ' s  pedagogical 
works , the i d.e a here i s  that  forces  o f  growth are " freed". 
at thi s  t ime whi ch then are redirected  and channe led  int o 
a more formal l earning proces s . 
For addit i onal informati on you may wish  to  con ­
tact : Mr . Werner Glas , Director , Det ro i t  Waldorf In ­
s t i tut e - 8 4 6 9  E .  Je ffers on·, Det roi t ,  Michigan 4 8 2 14 , 
who i s  c los er  geo graphical ly than we a�e . 
P leas e  fe·e 1  free  als o to  contact me i f  you have · 
further que s t ions . Al s o  I would appreciate  very much a 
copy of  your s tudy when you have comp leted  i t . 
From : 
Thank you for your letter  o f  June 2 7 th .  The theme 
o f  your res earch , the re l at i on of b io l og ical growth to 
cognit ive g rowth with spec ial concern to the shedding o f  
teeth .i s a very interes ting one . As far as I know , the re 
has b een no s tat i s t ical  res earch on thi s  theme , and it  
wi l l  be  di fficult to regi s ter  th i s  connect ion s tat i s t ically , 
b ecaus e the coming out o f  a tooth can b e  s tated  exattly , 
the occurrence o f  cognit ive ab i l i ty only by tes ts . ·And 
tes ts are one o f  the s e  dub ious me thods for to  s e i z e  ment al  
condi tions , in  my opinion . 
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Growth and consciousness can be said to be 
reciprocally related : The lower the degree of conscious­
ness proper to an organism , the greater is its ability to 
grow and regenerate (regeneration is partial growth) , 
and vice versa. 
Indeed there is an underlying relation between 
these two spheres : There is an unconscious wisdom at 
work in all growth; in consciousness ·there are processes 
of growth in the mental sphere. The process of learning , 
especially, may be experienced as a process of inner 
growth. 
I am convinced that this relation between growth 
and consciousness is very closely connected to the problem 
of dyslexia. · Is  dyslexia also a point of your program of 
research? 
I am sorry that I cannot give you any statistical 
foundation for your research, but I would be very inter­
ested in the results of your work. 
From : 
Thank you for your letter of August 26. 
We view the loss of "milk teeth" as an indication 
as to whether or not a child is ready for first grade. 
We do not, however, have any '·'hard data" with which we 
can provide you • .  Certainly the loss of "milk teeth" is 
not the only criteria we use in deciding if a child is 
ready to start school. 
We hope you have written to other Waldorf Schools 
throughout the world, as it is just possible that one of 
them might be doing an actual study in this area. 
There are many books deal.ing 
tion that explain Steiner's reasons 
tive skills until after the loss of 
assuming that you know these books. 
specific titles, please write to . me 
with Waldorf Educa­
for .delaying cogni­
first teeth. I am 
If  you would like 
again. 
We would, of course, be interested in the results 
of  you� studies. 
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From : 
Sorry for the delay in responding to your August 
26th letter regarding the relationship between readiness 
for cognitive skills and dentition . 
At the Detroit Waldorf School formal teaching be­
gins only in the first grade ; not before . I t  is in this 
grade that we look for certain phystcal signs of readiness 
in the children . After an interview between parents, 
child and the teacher, we usually accept children who are 
fully six years old and, although we will inquire about 
the child ' s· teet�, if he is six ( except in very special 
cases) , we do not base our acceptance or necessarily judge 
his readiness on whether he has begun to change his teeth . 
However, in cases when the child is not quite six and i� 
other ways only questionably ready for first grade, and 
has not begun to change his teeth, then it becomes a more 
decisive factor against his acceptance. 
In other words, no new teeth is more indicative of 
lack of readiness than new teeth is of readiness . This 
has generally been · our policy . 
From : P .  Bowron� The New School , Kings Langley, Herts, WD4 ·gRC ,· · /s/1 S .  
From our experience change of teeth takes place in 
a child at varying ages according to the individual . How­
ever we have a certain amount of experience that the sub­
soil of the different counties in this country tends to 
make this process earlier or later . For instance in the 
county of Hampshire it is generally true to say that the 
children have lost their teeth at 4 years . 
Our school Doctor has been of the opinion over the 
last 30 years that the children �hould enter· class 1 in 
September after they are six without . regard to the change 
of the teeth . 
On certain occasions we have taken children into the 
first class younger rir older than six years . Although this 
does not affe�t the intelligent children in the first few 
years, by the time they are approaching puberty it is quite 
obvious that they are out of their age group and are ex­
periencing a different soul life from their class-mates . 
APPENDIX  C 
Fi gure 1 .  Dent it ion o f  the inci s ors o f first  grade 
Caucas i an ch il dren ( 1 0 2 - 1 3 6)  g irl s , ( 0 6 - 4 9 )  boys . 
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Figure 1 .  (Continued) 
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Figure 1. (Continued) 
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Figure 1 .  ( Cont inued) 
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F igure 1 .  ( Continued) 
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Figure 1 .  (Cont inue d) 
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Figure 1 .  (Continued) 
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Figure 1. (Continued) 
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Figure 1 .  (Continued) 
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Figure 1. (Continued) 
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Figure 1. (Continued) 
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